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INTRODUCTION 

Decision-making under uncertainty is as old as mankind. Just like most of 

the real world systems in which human perception and intuitive judgement play important 

roles, the conventional approaches to the analysis of large scale systems were ineffective 

in dealing with systems that are complex and mathematically ill defined. Thus an answer. 

to capture the concept of imprecision in a way that would differentiate imprecision from 

uncertainty, the very simple idea put forward by the American cyberneticist L.A Zadeh 

[ZA] as the generalization of the concept of the characteristic function of a set to allow 

for immediate grades of membership was the genesis of the concept of a fuzzy set. 

In mathematics a subset A of X can be equivalently represented by its 

characteristic function - a mapping X4 from the universe X of discourse (region of 

consideration i.e., a larger set) containing A . to the two element set {O, 1}. That is to say x 

belongs to A if and only if X4 (x) =1. But in the "fuzzy" case the "belonging to" relation 

X4 (x) between x and A is no longer "either 0 or otherwisel", but it has a membership 

degree belonging to [0,1] instead of {O,l}, or more generally, to a lattice L, because all 

membership degrees in mathematical view form an ordered structure, a lattice. A 

mapping from X to a lattice L is called a generalized characteristic function and it. 

describes the fuzziness of the set in general. A fuzzy set on a universe X is simply just a 

mapping from X to a lattice L. 

Even though Zadeh used [0,1] as the value set of fuzzy sets, later many 

researchers working on different aspects of fuzzy sets especially in fuzzy topology 

modified the concept using different kinds of lattices for the membership value set. 

Important among them are L-Fuzzy sets of Goguen [GO], where L is an arbitrary lattice 

with minimum and maximum elements 0 and 1 respectively, complete distributive lattice 

with 0 and 1 by Gantner and others [G; S; W], complete and completely distributive 

lattice equipped with an order reversing involution by Bruce Hutton [HU], complete and 

completely distributive non-atomic Boolean algebra by Mira Sarkar [Mh], complete 
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Brouwerian lattice with its dual also Brouwerian by Ulrich Hohle [HO] and complete 

distributive lattice by Rodabaugh [R]. 

Thus the fuzzy set theory extended the basic mathematical concept of a 

set. Owing to the fact that set theory is the corner stone of modern mathematics, a new 

and more general framework of mathematics was established. Fuzzy mathematics is just 

a kind of mathematics developed in this frame work . Hence in a certain sense, fuzzy 

mathematics is the kind of mathematical theory which contains wider content than the 

classical theory. Also it has found numerous applications in different fields such as 

Linguistics, Robotics, Pattern Recognition, Expert Systems, Military Control, Artificial 

Intelligence, Psychology, Taxonomy, and Economics. 

Fuzzy topology is just a kind of topology developed on fuzzy sets and in 

his very first paper Chang [C] gives a strong basement for the development of fuzzy 

topology in the [0,1] membership value framework. Compactness and its different 

versions are always important concepts in topology. In fuzzy topology, after the initial 

work of straight description of ordinary compactness in the pattern of covers of a whole 

space, many authors tried to establish various reasonable notions of compactness with 

consideration of various levels in terms of fuzzy open sets and obtained many important 

results. Since the level structures or in other words stratification of fuzzy open sets is 

involved, compactness in fuzzy topological spaces is one of the most complicated 

problems in this field. Many kinds of fuzzy compactness using different tools were 

raised, and each of them has its own advantages and shortcomings. In [LO] Lowen gives 

a comparative study of different compactness notions introduced by himself, Chang, T.E 

Gantner, R.C Steinlage, R.H Warren etc and all the value domains used in these notions 

are [0,1]. 

Gantner and others [G;S;W] used the concept of shading families to study 

compactness and related topics in fuzzy topology. The shading families are a very natural 

generalization of coverings and in particular, a l*-shading family of fuzzy sets is a fuzzy 

covering in the sense of Chang [Cl Using these concepts Malghan and Benchalli [M; B I ] 
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defined point finite and locally finite families of fuzzy sets and introduced the concept of 

fuzzy paracompact spaces. Later Mao-Kang, Luo [MA] gives another version using 

quasi-coincidence relation and a-Q-covers. Arya and Purushottam [A;P] has some results 

regarding fuzzy metacompact spaces using fuzzy covers. As a continuation of these 

works, in the first chapter we introduce metacompactness in fuzzy topological spaces 

through a-shadings. 

A combinatorial game in a mathematical way was first described in the 

beginning of the 17th century. More particularly Bachet De Meziriac [BA] gc.ve the 

following game called Nim. Two players alternatively choose numbers between 1 and 10, 

the player on whose move the sum attains 100 is the winner. Bouten [BO] studied Nim 

and has many interesting results. A comprehensive study on the history of game theory is 

found in Worobjow [WO]. Game theoretic methods have found great many applications 

in topology. Topological studies in game theory arose from the famous Banach-Mazur 

game. This game related to the Baire category theorem was proposed by Mazur in 1935 

and was solved by Banach in the same year. Hence the game came to be known as 

Banach-Mazur game. 

The term 'topological game' was introduced by Berge [BE] . Following an 

analogy with topological groups, Berge originated the study of positional games of the' 

form G (X, cp) where X is a topological space and cp : X ~ P(X) is an upper and for lower 

semi continuous multi-valued map assigning to a position x the set q>(x) of the next legal 

position. (P(X) has vietoris topology). If cp(x) = ljJ then x is a terminal position. 

A somewhat different meaning for topological game was proposed by 

Telgarsky [T 2] (Who is the main initial contributor to this field). This term has an analogy 

with matrix games, differential games, statistical games etc, so that topological games are 

defined and studied within topology. In a topological game players choose some objects 

related to the topological structure of a space such as points, closed subsets, open covers 

etc. More over the condition on a play to be winning for a player may also include 

topological notions such as closure, convergence, etc. It turns out that topological games 
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are related to (or can be used to define) the Baire property, Baire spaces, Completeness 

properties, Convergence properties, Separation properties, Covering and Base properties, 

Continuous images, Suslin sets, Singular spaces etc. 

There are various frame works and notions for infinite positional game of 

perfect information. But the following are "the most widely used ones. We shall always 

consider games of two players, called Player I and Player II where Player I starts the play 

(i.e., he makes the first move). Unless otherwise stated, a play of a game is a sequence of 

size 00, and the result of a play is either a win or loss for each player. A strategy of Player 

II is a function defined for each legal finite sequence of moves of Player 1. A strategy for 

Player I is defined similarly. A stationary strategy is a strategy which depends on the 

opponent's last move only. A markov strategy is a strategywhich depends only on the 

ordinal number of the move and opponent's last move. 

As we have stated earlier, a pursuit evasion game G (K, X) in which the 

pursuer and the evader choose certain subsets of a topological space X in a certain way is 

defined and studied by Telgarsky in [T 2]. Although the game resembles that of Banach

Mazur, it provides for completely different methods and problems to be introduced. 

Establishing the close relation between spaces of the class K and the space X in case of 

winning strategy for one of the player make it possible to prove many theorems for 

different types of topological spaces. 

The main purpose of our study is to extend the concept of the topological 

game G(K, X) and some other kinds of games in to fuzzy topological games and to obtain 

some results regarding them. Owing to the fact that topological games have plenty of 

applications in covering properties, we have made an attempt to explore some inter 

relations of games and covering properties in fuzzy topological spaces. Even though our 

main focus is on fuzzy para-meta compact spaces and closure preserving shading 

families, some brief sketches regarding fuzzy P-spaces and Shading Dimension is also 

provided. As a pre-requisite to this study, we are compelled to do some work on fuzzy 

coverings also. 
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In the first chapter we collect the basic definitions and notions which are 

required in the succeeding sections. The main results obtained include a characterization 

of metacompactness in fuzzy topological spaces and a study of the behavior of u- . 

metacompact spaces under perfect maps. 

In Chapter IT, fuzzy topological games, fuzzy wmnmg strategies, stationary 

winning strategies, etc are defined and some results related to them are obtained. The 

main results are the equivalence of existence of winning strategies and existence of 

stationary winning strategies for player I in the game C"(K,X) and the equivalence of 

existence of fuzzy winning strategies of Player I in the game C" (K,X) and of that in 

G"CFK,X) .Again the behaviour of games under perfect maps is also investigated. 

Chapter In deals with closure preserving shading families, countable u

compactness and some games associated with them. Also a complete characterisation of 

closure preserving shading families by fuzzy sets with finite support is provided. For this 

we introduce and make use of the concept of fuzzy K-scattered spaces. Here we define 

the concepts of accumulation points and cluster points in a language which is closely 

related to that of shading families and in this frame work obtain a characterization for 

countable compactness in fuzzy topological spaces. 

In Chapter IV, we have introduced and studied fuzzy P-spaces. The main 

result obtained is a characterization of fuzzy P-spaces in terms of a particular type of 

fuzzy topological game Cu(X). 

Games in product fuzzy topological spaces are discussed in Chapter V. 
, 

The mam results are the existence of· fuzzy winning strategies for Player I in 

G*CDCK]xK2), XxY) ifhe has the same in both C"CKl' X) and C"(K2' Y).Here we make use 

of the concepts like fuzzy rectangles, D-products etc. 
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Chapter VI deals with some applications of games in product a-para, 0.

meta compact spaces and fuzzy covering dimension. Every product space discussed will 

have a winning strategy in some particular kind of fuzzy topological game. Further a 

fuzzy version of countable sum theorem for covering dimension in terms of fuzzy 

topological games is also obtained. 

The idea of fuzzy sets introduced by Zadeh [ZA] using the unit interval 

[0,1] to describe and deal with the non-crisp phenomena and procedures was generalized 

by Goguen [GO] using some lattice L inste~d of [0,1], Through out the main body of the 

thesis we have been using the [0,1] fuzzy set up. However all these discussions can be 

carried out in the L-fuzzy set up which in it self will yield interesting results. As a model, 

we give characterisations of metacompactness and covering dimension in the L-fuzzy 

context, where L is a complete and completely distributive lattice equipped with an order 

reversing involution. These constitute Appendixes I and H. Besides obtaining complete 

characterization of metacompactness and covering dimension in weakly induced L-fuzzy 

topological spaces, it is also shown that the extensions obtained are good in the sense of 

Ying-Ming and Mao-Kang [Y; M]. 
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Chapter - I 

PRELIMINARIES AND BASIC CONCEPTS 

In this chapter we collect the basic definitions and obtain some pre-requisites, 

which will be used in the subsequent chapters. 

1.1 Fuzzy Sets, Basic Operations and Fuzzy Topology 

In his classical paper Zadeh [ZA] first introduced the concept of fuzzy sets as a 

class of objects with a continuum of grades of membership. Such a set is characterised by 

a membership function which assigns to each object a grade of membership ranging 

between 0 and 1. An immediate application of this based on the operations of union, 

intersection, complementation of sets etc can be found in the theory of general topology. 

All these constitute a rich body of theory which is largely parallel to that of general 

topology and is called the theory of fuzzy topology. In fact general topology comes as a 

particular case of fuzzy topology and this theory was put forward by Chang [Cl 

We follow the original definitions of Zadeh [ZA] and Chang [C] for fuzzy sets 

and fuzzy topology respectively. 

1.1.1 Definition [ZA] Let Xbe a set. A fuzzy set A in X is characterised by a membership 

function X--ff..lA(X) from X to the unit interval I = [0,1]. 

Let A and B be fuzzy sets in X 

Some Results mentioned in this Chapter are published in the paper titled Fuzzy topological Games alld a-

metacompactlless in the Proceedings of the Annual C?nference of the Kerala Mathematical Association and the 

National Conference on Analysis and Applications ( 1999) pp 89 - 91 
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A = B <=> f.!A(X) = f.!B(X) for all XEX 

A ~ B <=> f.!A(X) ~ f.!B(X) for all XEX 

C = A vB<=> f.!c(x) = Max (j.1.4(X), IlB(X)} for all XEX 

C = A /\ B <=> f.!c(x) = Min (IlA(X), IlB(X)} for all XEX 

Complement of A, A' = E <=> Ildx) = 1 \ IlA(X) for all x EX 

More generally, for a family of fuzzy sets A ={Ai: i El}, 

The union C = Uic! Ai and intersection D = (l,d Ai are defined by 

Ilc(X) = Sup { JL Ai (x)} X EX and 
iel 

IlD(X) = In!{JLAi (x)} XEX 
iel 

The symbol 0 and 1 will be used to to denote the empty fuzzy set (j..Jix) = 0 for all x EX) 

and the full set X (j..Jx(x) = 1 for all x EX) respectively. 

1.1.2 Definition[C] A fuzzy topology on X is a family T of fuzzy sets in X which satisfies· 

the following conditions. 

(i) 0,1 E T. 

(ii) If A, BET , then A/\l3 ET 

(ii) If Ai ET for each i El , then Ui cl Ai ET. 

T is called a fuzzy topology on X, and the pair (X,l) is a fuzzy topological space 

(fts).Every member of T is called a T-open fuzzy set (or simply open fuzzy set).A fuzzy 

set is called T-closed (or simply closed) if and only if its complement is T-open. 

1.1.3 Definition [C] Let A be a fuzzy set in a fuzzy topological space CX,1).The largest 

open fuzzy set contained in A is called the interior of A and is denoted by in! A. The 

smallest closed fuzzy set containing A is called the closure of A and is denoted by cl A. 
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1.1.4 Definition[C] Let f be a function from X to Y. Let B be a fuzzy set in Y with 

membership function f.1B. Then the inverse of B, written as f -1[B], is a. fuzzy set on X 

whose membership function is defined by f.1 rl[BJ (x) = f.1B (f(x))'IIx EX. On the other 

hand, let A be a fuzzy set in X with membership function J.JA. The image of A, written as 

j[A] , is a fuzzy set in Y whose membership function is given by 

f.1f[A](Y) = SUP{f.1A (z)} if f-l[y] is not empty 
ZEr1(y) 

o otherwise for all YEY 

wherej"I(y) = {x / j(x)=y}. 

1.1.5 Definition[C] A function f from a fuzzy topological space (X, 1) to a fuzzy, 

topological space (Y, U) is F-continuous iff the inverse of each U-open fuzzy set is T-

open. 

1.1.6 Result[C] A function f from a fuzzy topological space (X, 1) to a fuzzy topological 

space (Y, U) is F-continuous iff the inverse of each U-closed fuzzy set is T-closed. 

1.1.7 Definition [C] A function f from a fuzzy topological space (X,1) to a fuzzy 

topological space (Y,U) is F-open (respF-c.losed) iff it maps an open (resp. closed) fuzzy 

set in (X, I) on to an open (resp. closed) fuzzy set in (Y, U). 

1.1.8 Definition [C] Let T be a fuzzy topology. A subfamily B of T is a base for Tiff 

each member of T can be expressed as the join of som~ members of B. 

1.1.9 Definition[C] Let Tbe a fuzzy topology. A subfamily S of T is a sub base for Tiff 

the family of finite meets of S forms a base for T. 

1.1.10 Defillitioll[C] Let (X, I) be a fuzzy topological space. A family A of fuzzy sets is a 

cover of a fuzzy set B iff B ~ u {A: A EA}. It is an open cover i ff each member of A IS 

an open fuzzy set. A sub cover of A is a sub family which is also a cover. 
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1.2 Shading Families 

The notion of shading families was introduced in the literature by Gantner and 

others [G;S;W] as a very natural generalisation of coverings during the investigation of 

compactness in fuzzy topological spaces. In fact, In particular a 1*-shading family of 

fuzzy sets is a covering in the sense of Chang [C]. 

1.2.1 Definition[G;S;W] Let (X,T) be a fuzzy topological space and aE (0,1) . A 

collection U of fuzzy sets is called an a-shading (resp. a*- shading) of X if for each 

XEX, there exists gEU with g(x) > a (resp. g(x)c a ). A sub-collection of an a-shading 

(resp. a*- subshading) of X which is also an a-shading (resp. a*- shading) is called an 

a-sub shading (resp. a*- sub shading) of X. In a similar manner we can define 1*

shading and O-shading also. 

1.2.2 Definition [G;S;W] A fuzzy topological space X is said to be a-compact (resp. a*

compact) if each a- shading (resp. a*- shading) of Xby open fuzzy sets has a finite a

sub shading (resp. a*- sub shading) , where a E [0,1]. 

1.2.3 Definition [M;B 1] A fuzzy topological space X is said to be countably a-compact 

(resp.countably a*- compact) if every countable a- shading (resp. a*- shading) of X by 

open fuzzy sets has a finite a-sub shading (resp. a*- sub shading) ,where a E [0,1]. 

1.2.4 Definition [M;B 1] A fuzzy topological space X is said to be a -Lindelof (resp. a*

Lindelof) if every a- shading (resp. a*- shading) of X by open fuzzy sets has a 

countable a-subshading (resp. a*- subshading) , where a E [0,1]. 

1.2.5 Definition [M;Bl] Let X be a set. Let U and V be any two collections of fuzzy 

subsets of X. Then U is a refinement of V (U < V) if for each g E U there is an h E V 

such that g ::; h. If U , V, Ware collections such that U < Vand U < W then U is called 

a common refinement of Vand W 
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Note that any a-sub shading (resp. a*-sub shading) of a given a-shading (resp. 

a*-shading) is a refinement of that a-shading (resp. a*-shading) . 

1.2.6 Definition[M;Bd A refinement {bt:tEnof {as:sES}is said to be precise if T= S 

and bs 5{as for each SE S. 

1.2.7 Theorem[M;BrJ Let { as } and { bt } be two a-shadings (resp. a*-shadings) of a 

fuzzy topological space (X, 7) where a E [0,1]. Then 

(i) {as 1\ bt} is an a-shading of X which refines both { as } and { bl }. Further, if both 

{as} and { bt } are locally finite ( point finite) so is{ as 1\ b l }. 

(ii) Any common refinement of { as } and { bt } is also a refinement of {as 1\ bd. 

1. 3 A Characterisation of a-Metacompactness 

An approach to fuzzy paracompactness using the notion of shading families 

was introduced by Malghan and Benchalli [M;BrJ . We extend in this section the 

concept of metacompactness to fuzzy topological spaces in terms of a-shadings and 

obtain a characterisation for the same. 

1.3.1 Definition [M;B 1] A family {as: SE S }offuzzy sets in a fuzzy topological space 

(X, T) is said to be locally finite if for each x in X there exists an open fuzzy set g with 

g(x) = 1 such that as 5{ 11 g holds for all but at most finitely many sin S. 

1.3.2 Definition [M; Bd A famil y {as: SE S} of fuzzy sets in a fuzzy topological space 

(X, T) is said to be point finite if for each x in X, alx) = 0 for all but at most finitely 

many S in S. Or equivalently as as(x) > 0 for at most finitely many S in S. 

1.3.3 Proposition [M; BrJ Let {as ~ SE S} be locally finite family of fuzzy sets in a 

fuzzy topological space (X,7). Then 
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(1) {cl as: SE S}is also locally finite. 

(2) For each S'c S , v {cl as: SE S'} is a closed fuzzy set. 

1.3.4 Definition [M; Bd A collection {Ai: i E J} of fuzzy subsets of fuzzy topological 

space X is said to be closure preserving if for each j(;;} , cl [VAi: i E J] = V [cl Ai: i E J] 

1.3.5 Proposition [M; B1] Every locally finite family of fuzzy sets in a fuzzy topological 

space is closure preserving. 

1.3.6 Definition [M; Bd A fuzzy topological space ( X. T) is said to be a-paracompact 

(resp. a*-paracompact) if each a-shading (resp. a*- shading) of X by open fuzzy sets 

has a locally finite a-shading (resp. a*-shading) refinement by open fuzzy sets. 

1.3.7 Definition.A fuzzy topological space (X. T) is said to be a-metacompact (resp. a*

metacompact) if each a-shading (resp. a*- shading) of X by open fuzzy sets has a point 

finite a-shading.(resp. a*- shading) refinement by open fuzzy sets. 

1.3.8 Remark It is interesting to notice that a-,metacompact will not imply fJ

metacompact and fJ-metacompact will not imply a-metacompact when a < f3 where a, . 

f3 E [0,1]. This stems from the fact that we are considering the relationship between two 

statements, each having two doubly quantified shadings. 

1.3.9 Lemma Let U = {U;,. : AE L1 } be an a.-shading of Xby open fuzzy sets with L1 well 

ordered. Let VA, = SupU {3 for each AE L1 . If { VA, : AE L1 }has a precise point finite 
{3$). 

refinement by open fuzzy sets {W;,. : It E L1} and each of 1 \ Sup Wy has a point finite a-
y>). 

shading by open fuzzy sets which is a partIal refinement of { Up : f3 ~ A}. Then U has a 

point finite open refinement. 
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Proof 

Assume that W..l.;e 0 implies W..l.;e Wp if f.... ;efJ. Let S..l. be a point finite a-shading 

of 1 \ Sup Wr for each A E .1. Also S..l. is a partial refinement of { Up : fJ 5 A}. Therefore it 
r>). 

follows that S E S..l. implies that S< Up for some fJ 5 A. 

Take P..l. = {W..l./\ S: S E SA, S:S; Up for somefJ 5 A }. Let H = u {P..l.: AE .1}. Any 

hE H is of the form h = W..l. /\ S for someA E .1 such that S E S..l. and S :s; Up for somefJ 5 A.. 

Therefore h(x) = W..l. (x) /\ S(x) for every x in X. Since {W..l. : AE .1 land SA are point 

finite, so is their intersection. Therefore it follows that h(x»O for at most finitely many 

hE H. Thus H is a point finite open collec~ion. Also hE H implies that h< Up fer some 

f3. For, h = W..l. /\ S for some S E S..l. . Since S..l. is partial refinement of {Up: fJ 5 A}, 

S ~ Up for some fJ 5 A. Therefore h < Up for some fJ . 

Let x E X Now {A E .1 : W..l.(x) > a} is finite since {W..l. : A E .1 } is point finite. 

Let 8 be the greatest element. Therefore [1\ SUpWy ] (x) > O. But Ss is a point finite a-
r>o 

shading of 1\ SupWr . Therefore I(x» a for some lE Ss. Now take h = Ws/\ I where 
po 

t<Up for some fJ50. Then hex) = [ Ws/\ I] (x) 

= Ws (x) /\ I (x) 

> a since {W..l. : AE .1 lis an a-shading of X and {S.t:AE .1 } is 

an a-shading of 1\ SupWr . Therefore it follows that H is an a-shading of X. which 
r>). 

completes the proof 

1.3.10 Definition An a-shading V is said to be a point wise w-refinement of an a

shading U if for any XEX, there is a finite Kc U such that if V(x) >0 with VE V , then 

V<Ufor some UE K. 
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00 

1.3.11 Lemma If { Un} is a sequence of a-shadings of X by open fuzzy sets such that 
1 

Un+1 is a point wise w-refinement of Un for each n EN, then U1 has a a--point finite 

refinement by open fuzzy sets. 

Proof 

Take U1 = {UA.:1ELt} with Lt well ordered. If U E u{ Un : 11 EN }, we denote O(U) 

as the smallest PE Lt such that U<Up. Then for each n> 1, take Wn = { WE Un: 0(W) = 

8 (U) whenever U E UII+1 and W < U }. We will prove that u { Wn: nE N} is an a-shading 

of X. Let x EX and for every 11> 1 ,take ~l = Sup{o (U) : UE UII and U(x» a }. Clearly ~ 

exists since Un is a point wise w-refinement of Un-I. Also 11>12>13> ....... , so there is 

some rELt and mEN such that ~ = r or all k~ m. Now Um+2 is a point wise w-refinement 

of Um+1.Therefore for each XEX, there is a· finite K c Um+1 , such that if U(X) > a with 

U E Um+1 and U<V for some VE K Therefore { UE Um+2 : U(x» a}is a partial 

refinement of K . Clearly there is some K E K with 0 (K) = r. otherwise we are left with 

Am+2 > ~ll+\ which is not possible. 

If U E Urn with K<U, we have r = o(K) 5{ o(U) ~ 111/= Y. Therefore 0(K) =0(U) 

and hence it follows that K E W.n+l.Also (U E Wm+2: U(x» a} is a partial refinement of' 

K. Therefore U<K for some U E Um+2 . Clearly K(x» a. Thus u{ W,I: n EN} is an 

a-shading of X. 

Now we will construct a a--point finite refinement. Let Vnp= u{ WE W,I : 0(W) = fJ} 

for any 11 >1, PELt. If VII = { Vnp : PELt}. The collection U{V,I: 11EN} is an a-shading 

of X and refines U\. We will show that each V,I is point finite. Let Lt 'c Lt be such that 

Vnp(x) >a for every a ELt '. Pick corresponding Wp E W,I with W p(x) >a ando(W,a) = fJ for 

every fJE L1'. We know that each UII+1 is a.point wise w-refinement of UII and w.1c Un. 

Therefore it follows that there is a finite He UII- 1 such that {Wa:aELt'}is a partial 

refinement of H .By definition of Wn, we have Wa < H for HE H implies a =0(W cJ 

= 8(H) . Now since H is finite, Lt' is finite and the lemma is complete. 
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1.3.12 Definition A collection U of fuzzy subsets of a fuzzy topological space X is said to . 

be interior preserving if 1nt ( 1\ { W: WE W}) = 1\ (lnt (W : WE W}) for every Wcu. 

1.3.13 Definition A collection U of fuzzy subsets of a fuzzy topological space X is said to 

be well monotone if the subset relation ' < ' is a well order on U. 

1.3.14 Definition A collection U of fuzzy subsets of a fuzzy topological space X is said to 

be directed if U. V E U implies there exists aWE U such that U v V< W 

1.3.15 Result A well monotone collection of open fuzzy sets is interior preserving and 

directed. 

Proof 

Proof follows from definitions l.3.13, l.3.14 and the fact that if U is a well 

monotone collection of open fuzzy sets, then so is {lnt U: U E U}. 

1.3.16 Definition Let X be a fuzzy topological space and H be an a-shading of X. Then 

for any XEX, we define St(x, H) = v {hEH : h(x»O}. 

1.3.17 Lemma If an a-shading U of X by open fuzzy sets has a point finite a-shading 

refinement H such that XE 1nt ( St(x, H)) for every XEX, then U has an open point wise 

w-refinement . 

Proof 

Since H is a refinement of U, for hEH, take UhE U such that h < Uh. For any XEX, 

let Vx = [lnt (St(x,H)] 1\ In! { Uh: h EH and h(x) > O}. Now the collection V= {Vx: x E X} is 

the discrete point wise w-refinement of U by open fuzzy sets. For, each XEX we want to 

find out a finite K c U such that if Vx(x»O with Vx E V, then Vx <K for some K EK. Now 

take K= {Uh: Uh>h, h(x»O}. Since H is point finite, clearly K is finite and Kc U. This 

completes the proof. 
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1.3.18 Lemma If U is an interior preserving a-shading of X by open fuzzy sets, then UF 

has a closure preserving closed refinement if and only if U has an interior preserving 

point wise w-refinement by open fuzzy sets, where UF is the collection of all unions of 

finite sub-collections from U. 

Proof 

If F is a closure preserving closed refinement of UF and x EX, then let 

Vx = [In! {U:UE U and U(x»O}] \ [Sup {F:FE F and F(x)=O}]. Then the collection 

{ Vx:X EX} is an interior preserving point wise w-refinement of U by open fuzzy sets. 

Conversely suppose V is an interior preserving point wise w-refinement of U by 

open fuzzy sets. For UE U, let Pu= {XEX: SI (x, V) <;: U}. Then P ={ Pu: U E UF lis a 

closure preserving closed refinement of UF. 

1.3.19 Lemma If U is a point finite a-shading of X, then if has a closure preserving 

closed refinement. 

Proof 

We know that a point finite a-shading of X by open fuzzy sets is an interior 

preserving open point wise w-refinement of itself. Therefore lemma follows from lemma 

1.3.18 above. 

1.4 Main Theorem 

1.4.1 Theorem For any fuzzy topological space (X, T) the following are equivalent. 

(i) X is a-metacompact 

(ii) Every a-shading U of Xby open fuzzy sets has a point finite refinement H 

such that 1nl (St(x,H»(x) >0 for every XEX 

(iii) Every a-shading U of X by open fuzzy sets has a point wise w-refinement 

by open fuzzy sets. 

(iv) Every well-monotone a -shading of Xby open fuzzy sets has a point finite 

open refinement. 
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(v) Every directed a -shading of Xby open fuz~y sets has a closure preserving 

closed refinement. 

(vi) For every a -shading U of Xby open fuzzy sets, UF has a closure preserving 

closed refinement. 

Proof 

Trivially (i) :=>(ii) 

(ii) :=>(iii) follows from lemma 1.3.17 

(iii) :=> (i) 

From repeated application of (iii) and lemma 1.3.11 it follows that if U is an a -

shading of X by open fuzzy sets, then U has an a -shading refinement u{ Vn : 11 E N} 

such that each Vn is a point finite collection of open fuzzy sets. For each 11 ~l take 

Gn = Sup {V: V E Vk, k~ 11} and let W be a point wise w-refinement of G = {Gn : 11 EN}. 

Now G is directed and hence {St(x, W): XE X} refines G. Now if Pn= {x : St(x, J.fj < Gn} 

then cl Pn<Gn and X = v {Pn :n E N}. 

Take Hn = [ V\ V Pk: NE 11, k<N}. Then H = u {Hn: 11 EN} is a point finite open' 

refinement of U. This completes the proof of (iii) :=> (i). 

(i) :=> (iv) 

Clearly follows from the definition of a-metacompactness. 

(iv) :=> (i). 

Suppose that (iv) is true. Then if possible let X be not a-metacompact. Then there 

is a smallest cardinal number fl such that there exists an a-shading U of X by open fuzzy 

sets with no point finite open refinement an.d I U I = fl. Therefore every a-shading Wof 

X by open fuzzy sets with I W I < I U I has a point finite open refinement. Express U as 

U = {UI. : A< fl} and take VI. = Sup { Up : ~ < A} for each A< fl . Clearly the collection V = 

{ VI. : A< fl } is a well monotone a-shading of X. Then by (iv) we have point finite 

(precise) a-shading refinement { WI. : A< fl } by open fuzzy sets. Now let F;. = 1\ Sup{ Wp 

: P > A} for every A< Jl. Then (1 \ F;. ) u { Up : ~ ~ A} is an open a-shading of X with' 

cardinality less than fl .. And by the minimality of fl it should have a point finite 

refinement by open fuzzy sets say l;. .Take S;. = { lE l;. : I /\ F;.:;C O} Then from lemma 
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1.3.9 it follows that V must have a point finite a-shading refinement by open fuzzy sets. 

This is a contradiction and hence the proof of (iv) ~ (i) is complete. 

(v)<=> (vi) 

UFis the collection of all unions of finite sub collections from U. Clearly VFis 

directed and hence has a closure preserving closed refinement. 

Conversely let V be a directed a-shading of X by open fuzzy sets. Clearly VF is a 

refinement of V and by (vi) UF has a closure preserving closed refinement say V. Then 

V< UF < U. Therefore it follows that V is a closure preserving closed refinement of V 

(i) => (vi) 

Given that X is a-metacompact. Therefore every a-shading V of X by open fuzzy 

sets has a point finite a-shading refinement say V. Then by lemma 1.3.19, V has a 

closure preserving closed refinement. Since V< V implies V < UF the proof of (i) ~ (vi) 

is complete. 

(vi) ~ (iv) 

Let V be a well monotone a-shading of X by open fuzzy sets. Then by Result 1.3.15 

it follows that V is interior preserving. Now VF is always directed and by (v) we get VF 

has a closure preserving refinement by closed fuzzy sets. Then by lemma 1.3.18 , VF has 

an interior preserving point wise w-refinement by open fuzzy sets, say V2. Take VI = U. 

Then by repeated use of lemma 1.3.18, we get a sequence ( VII) ~ of a-shadings of X by 

open fuzzy sets such that VII+1 is an interior preserving point wise w- refinement of VII. 

Then by lemma 1. 3.11 V has an open refinement {Vn: 11 EN} where each Vn is point 

finite. For each 11 EN, take gn = Sup { V: V E Vk, k ~ Jl}. Now {gn: 11 EN} is a directed a

shading of X by open fuz~y sets and must have a closure preserving refinement by fuzzy 

closed sets say F. Then F may be expressed as {Fn: 11 EN}. where Fn < gn. Take 

H/I = {V \ Sup Fn : V E Vn }. Consider H = u { HII : 11 EN}. This is point finite for, let 
k<n 

XEX, we want to prove that h(x»O for at most finitely many hEH. Now every hEH is of 

the form V\SupFn for some VE Vn .If possible let h(x»O for infinitely many hEH. 
k<n 

Now clearly V(x»O for infinitely many V E Vn. This is a contradiction since each Vn is 
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point finite. Therefore H is a point finite a-shading refinement of U by open fuzzy sets. 

This completes the proof. 

Now we give an example of a-metacompact space which is not a- paracompact. 

1.4.2 Example 

Let X be the deleted Tychnoff plank Too = T \ {( (jJJ. OJ)} where T is the Tychnoff's 

plank given by [O,OJI]X [O,OJ] where OJ1 is the first uncountable ordinal and OJ is the first 

infinite ordinal. Let aE[O,J) be any number. Define for each q E[O,OJ) and 

/3E[0,OJ1), U:={(!3,r):q< y:::; OJ} and for each AE [o'OJ1) and OE [O,OJ) 

V: = { (r, 0) : A < r :::; OJ 1 }. Let T be the fuz~y topology generated by taking each point p 

of [0, OJ1)X [0, OJ) as fuzzy points with value 7] where a< 7] ::; J and characterestic 

functions of U: and V: as the open sets. Now Cx, T ) is a-metacompact. For, any a

shading of X by open fuzzy sets has a refinement consisting of one basic neighbourhood 

for each x EX. Any such a-shading refinement U is point finite, since an arbitrary point 

XEX can have at most three members of U such that U(x» a where U E U. 

Now the space Cx, 1) is not a -paracompact. For, consider the a -shading of 

n-I 
X by sets Uo = X \ B and Un =Vo for 11 = 1,2,3 ... where B = XA where A = {COJ, n) : 

05 n<OJ} has no locally finite refinement. For, if possible let {W JI} be a locally finite 

refinement. Now for each 11 EN, we may define an ordinal an of to be the least ordinal 

such that characterestic function of V:. is contained in just one W JI . If a = Supan < OJI, 

every neighbourhood of Ca, OJ) will have non zero meet with infinitely many members of 
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1.5 Metacompactness and Mappings 

1.5.1 Proposition Letl X onto) Y be an F-closed F-continuous mapping, where X and Y 

are fuzzy topological spaces. Then if {Uu : dEA} is a closure preserving family offuzzy sets in 

Xthen so is fJ(Uu ): aEA} 

Proof 

Sincefis F-continuous, it follows clearly that j{cl Uu) ~ clj{Uu) for every aEA. 

Now we have Uu~ cl Uu for every a EA. 

Thereforej{Uu)~j{cl Uu). 

That is cl [j{ Uu)] ~ cl [/(cl Uu)]. 

= j{cl Uu) sincefis F-closed 

Therefore we get cl [j{Uu)] = j{cl Uu) for every aEA. 

Now for any collection {j(UaJ: aEA}, clearly we have 

v cl [j{Uu)] ~ cl [v{j(UaJ: aEA}] 
aEh 

Again j{U uJ ~ cl [f(U uJ] 

= j{cl Uu). 

Therefore we have vif(UaJ: aEA} ~ v (j{cl Uu) : aEA} 

That is cl [vif(UcJ: aEA}] ~ cl [v (j{cl Uu) : aEA}] 

-= cl [f [v (cl Uu) : aEA]] 

= cl [f( cl [v { Uu : aEA}) ] since {Uu: aEA} is closure preserving 

=f(cl[v{Uu : aEA}]) since FisF-closed 

= f (v { d Uu : a EA}) 

= v {f(cl Uu) : aEA} 

=v {cl[f(Uu): aEAj} 

Thus we get v cl [j{Uu)] ;::: cl [vif(UaJ: aEA}] 
aEh 

And hence we have v cl [j{Uu)] = cl [v{j(UaJ: aEA}] 
aEh 

This completes the proof. 
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1.5.2 Proposition Let X and Y be two fuzzy topological spaces and let f X onto) Y be 

finite to one. If U = {Vo.: aEA} is a point finite collection of fuzzy sets in X , then {[( Vo.): 

aEA}is also a point finite collection in Y. 

Proof 

Given that/is on to and finite to one. Therefore for every Y E Y , we have a finite 

(support) fuzzy subsetfl(y)in X. Let XE /-I(y). Then since {Vu: aEA} is a point finite 

collection in X, Vu(x»O for at most finitely many aEA .Now since/-Icy) is finite, we get 

a finite sub-collection UF of U. Now consider the collection {f(UF): UF EUF }.This is 

finite and/(uF)(y»O for alluF EUF. Thus ([(Vu): aEA}is a point finite collection in Y. 

1.5.3 Theorem Let X and Y be two fuzzy topological.spaces and let f X 0"10) Y be a 

finite to one F-open F-continuous mapping. If X is a-metacompact then so is Y. 

Proof: 

Given that X is a-metacompact. Let U be an a-shading of Y by open fuzzy sets. 

Since f is F-continuous, it follows that U' = if -1 (V) : VE U } is an a- shading of X by 

open fuzzy sets. Since X is a-metacompact , it follows that U' has a point finite a

shading refinement by open fuzzy sets say V. Now clearly {f(V): V E V} is a point finite 

a-shading of Y and it refines U also. Since / is F-open, /(V) is also open. Hence Y is 

a-metacompact. 

1.5.4 Theorem. Let f X into) Y be F-continuous, F-closed function. If X is a-

metacompact , then Y is also a-metacompact. 

Proof 

Let U be an a-shading of Y by open fuzzy sets. Then by a characterization of a

metacompactness in 1.4.1, it is enough to prove UF has a closure preserving a-shading 

refinement by closed fuzzy sets. Where UF is the collection of all unions of finite sub 

collections from U. Now since/is F-continuous W= {f-I(U) : VE U} is an a -shading of 

X by open fuzzy sets. Since X is a-metacompact, it follows that W has a closure 

preserving a-shading refinement F by closed fuzzy sets. Since / is F-closed it follows 
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thatj(F) is closed for each FEF Thus {f(F) : FEF } is the required closure preserving a

shading refinement of VF by closed fuzzy sets. 

1.5.6 Definition Let X and Y be two fuzzy topological spaces. Thenf X ----) Y is F-open 

a-compact if j is F-open with a-compact fibers, where fibers of a mapping f X ----) Y 

are the setsj-1 (y) for YEY. 

1.5.7 Definition Let X and Y be two fuzzy topological spaces. f X ----) Y is pseudo F

open if whenever 1-1 (y) < U, YEY and U is an open fuzzy set in X, thenYE In! (f(y)). 

1.5.8 Definition Let V be a collection of fuzzy subsets of a fuzzy topological space X. 

We say that V is a-compact finite if {UE U : U/Il( ~ O} is finite for any a-compact subset· 

KofX 

1.5.9 Lemma Locally finite families of fuzzy sets are a-compact finite. 

Proof 

Let V be a locally finite family of fuzzy subsets of a fuzzy topological space X. 

Let K be a-compact. Since V is locally finite, for any x E K, we can find an open fuzzy 

set Wx such that wx(x) = J and Us::; Jlwx holds for all but at most finitely many s . Now 

clearly { Wx : x EX} is a J *-shading of K and since K is a-compact we get a finite sub 

shading say {Wx1 ,Wx.?, ... wxd for some finite k where each of WX1 has non empty meet 

with at most finitely many UE U. Hence it follows that {UE V :U/Il( ~ O} is finite. 

1.5.10 Theorem Iff X ----) Ybe an F-continuous pseudo F-open a- compact with X a

paracompact, then Y is a- metacompact. 

Proof 

Consider an a-shading U of Y by open fuzzy sets. Now since 1 is F-continuous it 

follows that V'={f-1 (U): UE V} is an a-shading of X by open fuzzy sets. Given that X is 

a-paracompact . So V' has a locally finite .a-shading refinement by open fuzzy sets say 
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V. Now consider K= {f(VJ " V E V}. Since / is F-open a-compact and for every yE Y, 

r I (y) is a-compact, from Lemma 3.16 it follows that /-1 (y) has non empty meet with at 

most finitely many members of V. Also since every locally finite family is point finite, it 

follows that V is point finite and hence K is also point finite. Since/is pseudo F-open it. 

follows clearly that yE Int(st(y,K) for every YEY . [where st(x, U) = v{ U E U " U(x»O]. 

Now from the characterization of a-metacompactness in theorem 4.1.1, the proof is 

complete. 
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CHAPTER-II 

THE FUZZY TOPOLOGICAL GAME G*(K, X) 

2.1 Introduction 

A pursuit evasion game G (K,X) in which the pursuer and the evader choose 

certain subsets of a topological space in a certain way is defined and studied by 

Telgarsky [T 2]. In this chapter we general~se the concept of topological games in to a 

fuzzy topological space and some results related to them are obtained. Just like in the 

case of G(K,X) , the fuzzy topological game G*(K,X) has plenty of applications in fuzzy 

topology especially in fuzzy metacompactness etc, which will be discussed in the 

succeeding chapters. 

2.2 The Fuzzy Topological Game 

2.2.1 Notation By K we denote a non empty family of fuzzy topological spaces, where 

all spaces are assumed to be h That is all fuzzy singletons are fuzzy closed. t denote the 

family of all fuzzy closed subsets of X Also X E K implies L c K. DK (FK) denote the 

class of all fuzzy topological spaces which have a discrete (finite) fuzzy closed a-shading 

by members of K 

2.2.2 Definition Let K be a class of fuzzy topological spaces and let X E K . Then the 

fuzzy topological game G*(K,X)is defined as follows. There are two players Player I and 

Player 11 . They alternatively choose consecutive terms of the sequence(EJ,FJ,E:J,F2,".) of 

fuzzy subsets of X. When each player chooses his term he knows K, X and their previous 

choices. A sequence (EJ,FJ,E2,F2, •• ') is a play for G*(K,X) if it satisfies the following' 

conditions for each n cl. 

Some Results mentioned in this Chapter are published in the paper titled Fuzzy Topological Games I in the Far East J. 

Math. Sci.,Spl. Vol (1999) Part III (Geometry and Topology), 361-37l. 
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(1) En is a choice of Player I 

(2) Fn is a choice of Player II 

(3) En EL (l K 

(5) En V Fn < Fn-l where Fo = X 

(6) En 1\ Fn = 0 

Player I wins the play if In/ Fn = O. Otherwise Player 11 wins the Game. 
nl:} 

2.2.3 Definition A finite sequence (EI.FI.E2.F2, ........ ,Em.Fm) is admissible if it satisfies 

conditions (1) -- (6) for each n ~ m. 

2.2.4 Definition Let S' be a crisp function defined as follows 

S': U (L t into) L (l K 

n d? 1 

S2={F EL: (S'(X).F) is admissible for G*(K,X)}. Continuing like this inductively we get 

Sn= {(FI.F2.F3 •....... Fn) : (EI.FI.E2.F2, .. .En.Fn) is admissible for'G*(K,X) where Fo=X and 

Ej = S '(EI.FI.E2.F2 .... .Fi-l )for each i ~ 11}. Then the restriction S of S ' to Und?J Sn IS 

called a fuzzy strategy for Player I in G*(K,X). 

2.2.5 Definition If Player I wins every play (EI.FI.E2.F2, .. .En.Fn ............ ..) such that 

En = S (FJ.F2 ........... Fn-J) , then we say that S is a fuzzy winning strategy. 
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2.2.6 Definition S: t... into) L n K is called a fuzzy stationery strategy for 

Player I in G·CK,X) if S(F) < F for each FE r .We say that S is a fuzzy stationary 

winning strategy ifhe wins every play C S(X),F},S(F}),f2 ....... ..) 

From definitions above, we get 

2.2.7 Result A function S: L 

and only if it satisfies 

(i) For each FE L, S(F) < F 

into) _L n K is a fuzzy stationary winning strategy if 

(ii) If {Fn: n'? 1} satisfies S(X) /\ F} = 0 and S(F,J /\ Fn+} = 0 for each n ,? 1 then 

InjFn=O. 
n;') 

2.2.8 Theorem Player I has a fuzzy winning strategy in G·(K,x) if and only if he has a 

fuzzy stationary winning strategy in it. 

Proof is similar to that ofYajima [Yd and for completeness we are including it. 

Proof: 

Sufficiency part follows clearly. Conversely let S be a fuzzy wmnmg 

strategy of Player I for G*(K,X). Well order L \{ O} by < . Let H be any non empty 

closed fuzzy subset of X. 

Claim-Cl) Now we will prove that there is some F(H)=(F},F2,F3, ... ,F"J E (L)ffi 

satisfying 

(i)S(Fo,F}, ..... FJ AH =Ojor O~i ~m-l. 

(ii) S( Fo,F}, ..... F~ A H ~ 0 

(iii)Fi+}=Min{FEL :H~F5Fiand FAS(F},F2, ... FJ=0} for O~ i~m-lwhere 

Fo=X and F(H)=O may occur. 

To prove the above claim assume the contrary. Then we can inductively choose 

some (F},F2, .... ) E (t... )00 such that S(F},F2, ... Fk) A H =. 0 and 

Fk=Min{FE L: H§§k-} and S(F},F2, .. ~Fk_}) AH =0 }for each k'21. 
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Now (E}.F}.E2.F2 ..... ) where Ek= S(F},F2, ... Fk_}) is a play for each k~l for G*(l(,X) and by 

definition of fuzzy strategy ,we have In/ Fk = O. Also H§k for all kci. There fore 
k;,l 

H 5 In/ Fk = 0 . This is a contradiction to H ;c O. Thus claim- (1) holds. 
k;,l 

Take S*(O) = 0 and S*(H) = S(F},F2, ... Fm) 1\ H where F(H) = (F},F2, ... Fm) 

for each HE f.. \ {O} .Then S* is a function from t.. into f.. n K such that S*(H) 5 H for 

each HE f.. . We will prove that S* is a fuzzy stationary winning strategy for Player I m 

G*(K,X). 

for n ~ 2. We show that In/ Hn = O. For n 5m, take F(H) In=(F},F2, ... Fn) and 

IF(H) I=m 

Claim-(2) 

n~l 

We will show that there are some (F},F2, ... ) E ( f.. t and a sequence 

k(1)<k(2)< .. .. such that k c k(n) implies (F},F2, ... Fn) = F(HtJ In for each n ~i. 

Take Fo=X and assume that (F},F2, ... Fn) E ( f.. )" and { k(i) : i 5 n} has been 

already chosen. First we will prove that I F(HtJ I > n for each k > k(n) . Let k > k(n), 

then by induction we have F(HtJ In = F(Hk(n)) In = (F},F2, ... Fn) . 

If S(Fo,F2, ... Fn) 1\ Hk(n)=O, then from Hk <Hk(n) it follows that S(Fo,F2, ... Fn) 1\ Hk = 0 . 

Otherwise if S (Fo,F2, ... Fn) 1\ Hk "j:. 0 by (ii) of Claim-(l) above we have F(Hk(n)) 

=(Fo,F2, ... Fn) so that S*( Hk(n)) = S(Fo,F2, ... Fn) 1\ Hk(n). 

Hence S(Fo,F2, ... Fn) 1\ Hk = S*( Hk(n)) 1\ Hk 

< Ek(n)+} /\ H k(n) + } 

=0 

Thus in both cases S(Fo.F2, ... Fn) is disjoint from Hk . By the choice of F(Hk) this means 

IF(Hk) I > n 
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Let Fn+1(k) be the (n+ lyt term of FCHk) for k>k(n) . This exists since we 

have already proved that I FCHk) I > n. Now take Fn+l = Min { Fn+lk) : k > k(n)}. 

Choose some k(n+ 1 » k(l1) such that Fn+l = Fn+l (k(n+ 1)). Let k > k(n+ 1) . 

Clearly Fn+l s Fn+l Ck). Also F(Hk)ln = FCHk(n+l) In 

= (F1,F2, ... Fn) and Hk < Hk(n+l) 

By (ii) of claim-(1) above we obtain Fn+l(k) s Fn+ 1 Ck(n+ 1) = F n+1. Hence Fn+l = Fn+1(k) 

whenever k;;:: k(n + 1). This means(F1,F2, ... Fn+1) = FCHk)ln+1 for each k > k(n+ 1). Thus 

claim - (2) holds. 

Now consider (E j,Fj,l;;2,F2 ....... En,F,J such that Ei = S (Fo,Fj"F2 ....... ,Fi.j) for 

Is i s n and Fa = X This is an admissible sequence in G*CK,X). By the definition of fuzzy' 

winning strategy we have In! Fn = 0 . Also by claim-(2) , each Fn is in terms of some 
n~l 

F(Hk) . Then from (ii) of claim- (1) , it follows that Hk < Fn for each Fn . Therefore we 

have In! Hn sIn! Fn. But In! Fn = O. Therefore it follows that In! Hn = O. Thus S* is 
n"l 

a fuzzy stationary winning strategy for Player I in G*CK,X). 

2.2.9 Proposition Let Kl and K2 be two classes of fuzzy topological spaces with Kl C K2 

and if Player I has a fuzzy winning strategy in G*CKJ, X) , then he has a fuzzy winning 

strategy in G*CK2' X). 

Proof 

From Theorem 2.2.8 it follows that Player I has a fuzzy stationary winning 

strategy in G* CKJ, X). say S. From theorem 2.2.8 it suffices to prove that Player! has a' 

fuzzy stationary winning strategy in G*(K2, X). Now S: L IOta) Z n KJ . Then by 

Result 2.2.7 we have SCF) < F where F E .r. where and if {Fn : n ;;:: N} CL satisfies 

seX) 1\ Fl =0 and S(Fn) 1\ Fn+l = 0 for all n 2:: 1, then In! Fn = O. 
n"l 

Now define S*: L into).L n K2 by F ~ SCF) 1\ K2. Now we will show that S* is 

a fuzzy winning strategy for G· (K2, X). 



Now S*(F) = S(F) 1\ K2, 

~S(F) 

~F 
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Therefore S* is a stationary strategy for Player I in G· (K2, X). 

Now to prove that S* is winning, we want to prove that Player I wins every play 

of the form (S*(X), FJ, S*(FJ), ....... ). For that we want to prove that In! Fn = O. Now we. 

have S*(X) 1\ FJ = [SeX) 1\ K2] 1\ FJ 

= seX) 1\ K2 1\ FJ 

nd 

= 0 Since S is a stationary winning strategy of Player I in G· (K], X). 

Also S*(Fn) 1\ Fn+J = S(Fn) 1\ K2 1\ Fn+J 

=0 

By Result 2.2.7 it follows that In! Fn = o. Therefore S* is a fuzzy stationary winning 
n~l 

strategy for Player I in G· (K2, X). 

2.2.10 Proposition Let Y be a fuzzy closed subspace of a fuzzy topological space X. If 

Player I has a fuzzy winning strategy in G· (K, X). Then he has a winning strategy in 

G* (K, Y). 

Proof 

Let S: L 

Now define S*: IY 

into) _L n K be a fuzzy stationary winning strategy of G· (K, X). 

into ) IY n K by F'~ S(F) /\ Y where F'= F /\ Y and FE L 

Now S*(F,) = S(F) /\ Y 

<F /\ Y 

= F' 

Thus S* is a fuzzy stationary strategy of Player I in G* (K, Y). 

Let { Fn' : n ~ l} c IY where Fn'= Fn 1\ Y for some Fn E L 

Now S*(Y) /\ FJ ' = [S(X) 1\ Y] 1\ FJ ' 

= [ S(X) 1\ Y] 1\ [ FJ 1\ Y] 
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= S(XJ 1\ Y 1\ FJ 

= 0 since S is winning 

Also S*(Fn') A Fn+J' = 0 follows clearly. Therefore from Result 2.2.7, it follows that 

In! Fn = O. Therefore it follows that In/ F' n = O. Thus proving S* is a fuzzy stationary' 
n~l n"l 

winning strategy of Player I in C· (K, Y). 

2.3 Finite and Countable Unions 

Clearly we have K c FK and X E FK implies t.. c FK . 

2.3.1 Proposition If Player I has a fuzzy winning strategy in C· (FK, X) , then he has a' 

fuzzy winning strategy in C* (K, X). 

Proof 

Let S be a fuzzy winning strategy for Player I in C* (FK, X) . We will try to define 

a fuzzy strategy t for C* (K, X). Now take Eo=X, EJ=S(EoJ and Fo=Eo. Now EJE r. (] FK 

. Therefore EJ =v{HJ,m : m s kJ} where {HJ,m : m s kJ} c r. (] K .We set FJ=HJ,o and 

t(Fo)=FJ. Also take F2 E r. in such a way that FJ 1\ F2= 0 and also set F3 = F2 1\ H 1,1 

and t(Fo, FJ, F2) =F3. Continuing like this we get an admissible sequence (Fo,FJ,." ......... 

F2kJ) for C* (K, X) . Take F2kJ+J = t(Fo, FJ, .. " ........ F2kJ ) = F2kJ 1\ H l,kl . Take F2kJ +2 Et.. 

with F2kJ+2 S F2kJ and F2kl+2 1\ F2kJ +J = O. Take E2 = F2kJ+2 . Now clearly EJ A E2 = 0 

and set E3 = SCE 0 , EJ , E2) . Since E3 E r. (] FK , we have E3 = v {H3,m 

where each H3,m E r. (] K . 

Continuing like this we get the Play (Eo,EJ,E2, ..... .) of C*(FK, X) and 

(Fo,FJ,F2, .... ..) ofG* (K, X). Since S is a fuzzy winning strategy for G*(FK, x),In/ E2n = O. 
n"l 

Now {E2n : n EN} ~ {F2n : n EN }. Therefore it follows thatifif F2n = 0 .. Therefore t is a 
n"l 

fuzzy winning strategy for Player I in G* (K, X) . 
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2.3.2 Remark From K c FK and Proposition 2.2.9 it follows that if Player I has a fuzzy 

winning strategy in G* (K, X), then he has a fuzzy winning strategy in G* (FK, X). 

From Remark 2.3.2 and Proposition 2.3.1 we get 

2.3.3 Theorem Player I has a fuzzy winning strategy in G* (K, X) if and only if he has' 

the same in G* (FK, X) . 

2.3.4 Proposition If a fuzzy topological space X has a fuzzy closed countable a-shading 

{Xn : nE N}such that Player I has a fuzzy winning strategy in G* (K, Xn) for each nE N 

then he has a fuzzy winning strategy in G* (K, X) . 

Proof 

Let Sn be a fuzzy stationery winning strategy for Player I in G* (K, Xn) for each 

nE N. Now it is enough if we prove that Player I has a fuzzy winning strategy in 

G* (FK, X). Now we take S(X)=SJ(X) and assume that (EJ.FJ.E2 ...... En.Fn) is an 

admissible sequence in G* (FK, X) such that Ei =S(FJ.F2.F3 •... Fi-J.) for each i ~ n where 

k:£n+l 

Consider the Play (EJ.FJ.E2, .... .) in G* (FK, X) such that En=S(FJ.F2.F3 •... Fn-J.) 

for allll~l . Now take an m ~ 1 . By definition of Play we have En+l /\ Fn+l = 0.-------- (1) 

Here En+l = Sup Sk (Fn /\ X k ) 

k:£n+l 

;::: Sill ( Fn /\ x'n ) 

Also Fn+ J /\ X,II::; Fn+ J. Therefore from (1) it follows that 

[Sm( Fn /\ X"J] /\ [Fn+J /\ x'n ] = 0 for each n2::1n. Now since Srn is a stationary winning 

strategy for Player I in G* (K, X,II) , we have 

Sm( Fn /\ X,n) ::; Fn /\ x,,, for each n ~ m. 
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Therefore [Fn.l\ X,II ].1\ [Fn+] .1\ X,II] = 0 for each 1'1 Cm. Thus /\ n .? m [Fn.l\ X,n] = 0 

We also have Fn+1 < Fn and hence it follows that 1nl Fn = O. Thus Player I has a 
n~l 

winning strategy in G*(FK, X), hence the proof is complete by Theorem 2.3.3. 

2.3.5 Theorem Let X be a fuzzy topological space with a fuzzy subset E such that 

E E t.. nE. If Player I has a fuzzy winning strategy in G* (K, F) for each FE t.. with 

E 1\ F = 0, then Player I has a fuzzy winning stratey in G* (K, X) 

Proof 

For each FE t.. with E /\ F = 0, Let SF be a fuzzy stationary winning strategy for 

Player I in G* (K, F) . Now we will find out a fuzzy winning strategy S for Player I in 

G· (K,X) 

Define S(X)=E and (E],F],E2,F2, ..••• En,Fn) be an admissible sequence in G* (K, X) 

such that El = S(Fo,F]"F2, ••••• ,Fi-] ) for each i ~ 11 where Fo = X. Take En+l= 

S(Fo,F]"F2, ••... ,Fn) = SF ](Fn). Consider the play (E],F],E2,F2, ..... ) Now clearly En+l /\ 

Fn+l= O. That is SF ] (Fn) /\ Fn+l = O. Also SF ] (X) /\ F I= E 1/\ F]= 0 Since SF] is a stationery 

winning strategy, it follows that In! Fn = O. Thus Player I has a fuzzy winning strategy in 
n~l 

G· (K,X). 

2.4 Games and Mappings 

2.4.1 Theorem Let X and Y be two fuzzy topological spaces and KI and K2 be two classes 

of fuzzy topological spaces such that X E KI and Y E K2 . If I is an F-continous function 

from X on to Y which maps all E E t.. n KI to f(E) E t.. n K2 and if player I has a fuzzy 

winning strategy in G* (KI,X) , then Player I has a fuzzy winning strategy in G* (K2, Y). 
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Proof 

Let S be a fuzzy stationary winning strategy for Player I in G* (KI'X). Thus player, 

I wins every play of the form (S(X), Fl, S(FI) , , .... ) . Now we will define a stationary 

winning strategy t for Player1 in G* (K2, Y). Now consider the play ( t(Y), PI, t(PI), P2 ..... ) 

where P n = t(F,J and t : i' into) t (\ K2 is defined by t(P,J = f[S(F,J j. Now t is a 

stationary winning strategy for G* (K2, Y). 

For, t(Fn) = f[S(F,J] 

< f(F,J 

= Pn . There fore t is a fuzzy stationery strategy. 

Now t(Pn) /\ Pn+l = f[S(F,J] /\f(Fn+l) 

= f[S(F,J /\ Fn+l] 

= j{O) 

= 0 

Also t(Y) /\ Pl_ = f[S(x)] /\ PI 

= f[S(x)] /\f (Fl) 

= f[S(x) Ml] 

= j{O) 

= 0 

There fore it follows from Result 2.2.7 that 1nf Fn = 0 and hence t IS a stationary 
n21 

winning strategy for Player I in G* (K2, Y). 

2.4.2 Theorem Let f X into) Y be an F-continuous F-c1osed mappmg such that 

rl(E) EL (\ KI whenever EEL (\ K2. Then if Player I has a fuzzy winning strategy in 

G* (K2, y), then Player I has a fuzzy winning strategy in G* (KI,X). 

Proof 

Let S be a fuzzy stationery winning strategy for Player I in G" (K2, Y) . Therefore 

Player I wins every play of the form (S(y), F I , S(FI ), ..... ). Now we will define a function 
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I: r. into) Z. n KJ as follows. Now I X into) Y is F-c1osed and hence we take 

Pn = rl(Fn) where Pn E" and t(Pn) = rl[S(Fn)] for all Pn E f.. 
Now t(Pn) = j-I[S(Fn)] 

< j-I(Fn) 

= Pn . Thus t is a fuzzy stationary strategy. 

Now consider the play (t(X), PJ, {(PJ), .... ) 

I(Pn) /\ Pn+J = j-I[S(Fn)] /\ Pn 

= rl[S(Fn)] /\ rl(Fn+J) 

= j-I[S(Fn) /\ Fn+J] 

= j-I(O) 

= O. 

Also t(X) /\ PJ = j-I[S(X)] /\ PJ 

= rl[S(X)] /\j-I(FJ) 

= rl[S(X) /\ F J] 

= rl(O) 

=0. 

Therefore from Result 2.2.7 it follows that Inj Pn = 0 and hence t is a winning 

strategy also. Thus t is a fuzzy winning strategy for Player I in G'(KJ,X). This completes 

the proof 

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.4.1 and Theorem 2.4.2 we get the 

following two Theorems. 

2.4.3 Theorem Let X and Y are two fuzzy topological spaces and IX lOt 0 ) Y be an F

continuous function and j-I(E)E r. n KJ whenever E E f.. n K 2 . If Player II has a fuzzy 

winning strategy in G* (KJ,X). Then Player 11 has a fuzzy winning strategy in G· (K2,}j. 

2.4.4 Theorem Let I X into) Y be an F-continuous F-c1osed mapping such that 

rl(E) E l n K2 whenever E E f.. n KI. If Player II has a fuzzy winning strategy in 

G* (K2, Y), then Player II has a fuzzy winning strategy in G· (KI,X). 
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2.4.5 Definition [M;B2] Let O~a<l (resp.O<a~l). An F-closed F-continuous function! 

from a fuzzy topological space X to a fuzzy topological space Y is said to be a-perfect 

(resp.a*-perfect) if and only ifj-l (y) is a-compact (resp. a*-compact) for each yE Y. 

2.4.6 Definition A class K of fuzzy topological spaces is said to be a-perfect if X E K is 

equivalent to YE K, provided that there exists an a-perfect map from X onto Y. 

From Theorems 2.4.1,2.4.2, 2.4.3 and 2. 4.4 next theorem follows immediately. 

2.4.7 Theorem Let K be an a-perfect class. of fuzzy topological spaces and if there is an 

a -perfect map from X on to Y, Then 

(i) If Player I has a fuzzy winning strategy in G' (K ,X).then he has 

the same in G' (K1• Y). 

(ii) If Player 11 has a fuzzy winning strategy in G' (K .X).then he has 

the same in G' (K . Y). 
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CHAPTER - III 

CLOSURE PRESERVING SHADING FAMILIES 

In this chapter we study closure preserving shading families and weakly a

discrete families and a complete characterisation of spaces with closure preserving shading 

families by fuzzy sets with finite support are obtained. This characterisation involves the 

concept of fuzzy K-scattered spaces and hereditarily metacompact spaces. Some close 

relationships of K-scattered a-metacompact spaces and countably a-compact a-metacompact 

spaces with the Game C* (DK,X) are investigated 

3.1 Closure Preserving Shading Families 

3.1.1 Definition A fuzzy topological space X said to be weakly o---discrete if X is the 

supremum ofa countable number of discrete subsets {Xn: n~l} such that v{ X;; l~i ~n} is a 

closed fuzzy set in X for each n~l, where a subset D of a fuzzy topological space X is discrete 

if D is a discrete space given the subspace topology. 

3.1.2 Lemma Let (X, 1) be a fuzzy topological space ,and let U = { Ux : x EX} be an a- shading 

of X by open fuzzy sets such that Ux(x) >a for each XEX and Ux< Uy whenever Uy (x) >a 

.Then the collection F={Fx : XEX} is a closure prese~ing a- shading of X where Fx is defined 

as follows. Fx = (y EX: Uy(X) > a and Fx (y) = Uy(y)} for each x in X 

Some Results mentioned in this Chapter are included in a paper titled FuzzyTopological Games. a-Matacompactneaa 

and a-Perfect maps to appear in Glasnik Mathematicki Vo135 (SS) (2000),63-72. 



Proof 

First we will show that Fis an a-shading of X. Let x EX, then clearly Ux(x) > a . Now 

from the definition of Fx it follows that Fx (x) = Ux(x) > a . There fore Fis an a-shading of X. 

Again to prove Fis closure preserving, clearly we have v cl Fy :$ cl [v Fy]. Now 
yeY yeY 

let cl [v Fy lex) >awhere a E(O,l]. clearly Ux(x) >a where Ux E U . Then there is a'yo in 
yeY 

Y such that Fyo /\ Ux 7=0. Let z be a point in Fyo /\ Ux with [Fyo /\ Ux ] (z) >a .Then clearly 

Uiz) >a . Also Uiz) >a . Therefore Uz< Ux. Also Fyo(z) >a .Therefore Uiyo) >a by 

definition. But Uz<Ux. Therefore Ux{yo) > a . This implies Fyo(x) >a. Therefore cl [Fyo(z)] >a . 

Thus v [cl Fy ] >a .This completes the proof. 
yeY 

3.1.3 Lemma The following are equivalent for a fuzzy topological space X 

(a) X has a closure preserving a.-shading by fuzzy sets having finite support. 

(b) X has an a-shading U = {Ux : x EX} by open fuzzy sets such that 

(i) Ux(x»a for each x EX 

(ii) Ux<Uy whenever Uy(x) > a and 

(iii) U is point finite in X. 

Proof 

Let F = { FA. : AE A} be a closure preserving a-shading by fuzzy sets having finite 

support. Now we define U x= In! { FA. : FA. (x) > a} . Now clearly Ux (x) > a and hence 

U={ Ux : X EX} is an a-shading. 

Now Uy= In! (FA.: FA.{y) >a}. Now if possible let Uy{x) <a. Clearly Ux(x» a 

and hence Uy{x) < Ux(x) and hence (ii). 
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Again we will prove that U is a point finite collection in X. If possible let for 

any X EX, Ux(x» a for infinitely many UE U. Thus we can choose an infinite 

number of points {XA.: AEA} of X such that UXA. (x» a for each AE A . Now since Fis 

an a-shading we have an FA.E F such that FA. (XA.) > a for each AE A .This is a 

contradiction since FA. is a fuzzy set with finite support. 

Converse part follows from Lemma 3.1.2. 

3.1.4 Lemma Let X be a fuzzy topological space with a point finite a -shading U = 

{Ux : x EX} by open fuzzy sets with Ux (x) > a for every x E X and Ux < Uy whenever 

Uy (x) >a , then X has a countable pair wise disjoint a -shading {Xn: n EN } such that 

n 

each Xn is discrete and v X; is fuzzy closed in X for each nE N . 
;=1 

Proof 

Let U be a point finite a -shading of X by open fuzzy sets , we define 

a -Ord (x, U) = Card{ UE U: U(x»a} and let Xn be the collection of all fuzzy points 

with a-Ord (x,U) = n and values defined by Xn(x) = Sup (U(X):UE Uand U(x) >a}.This 

is possible since Uis point finite. Clearly Xn' s are pair wise disjoint. Now we will prove 

n 

that Kn= v X; is fuzzy closed for each n;?1. For, if possible let Kn have a cluster point I,., 
;=1 

which does not belong to Kn . Then every nbd of I,., 'contains some point of Kn . Now 

U;{t) > a for at most finitely many U; E U. Now Ut is the smallest of all such U's. 

Consider the neighbourhood Ut of I,.,. Then Ut contains some point of Kn say SA.. Now 

clearly Ut is a nbd of SA. and hence Us< Ut. Now I,., E Xk for some k>n and SA. E Xp for 

some p ~n. Since I,., E Xk , it follows that Ui (I) > a for i =1,2, ..... k. and Ut < Ui for 

i =1,2, ..... k where Uis» a and Us< Ut < Ui . Thus U;{s) > a for i =1,2, ..... k. Thus SA. E 
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n 

Xk for some k>n. This is a contradiction since Xi are disjoint. Thus v Xi is closed for 
i=1 

each ne}. 

Now let ne} and XE Xn. Now a-Ord (x, lI)=n. Therefore we can find Xj,X2, .... ,Xn E 

X such that Vxi(x) > a for i =}, 2, ... 11. Let Yl1 be a fuzzy point in Vx /\ Xn where 17 = 

Uy(y) . Clearly 17 >a . Now Yl1 E Vx implies a < 17< E Vx(y). Thus Vx(y) > a. Also Vy(y) 

>a. There fore Vy <Vx< Vxi for i =1,2, ... n. Now a < Vy(y) < VXi(Y) . Thus Vy(y) >a' 

andYE Xn implies that Y = Xi for some i . 

Now consider the set of fuzzy singletons with support {Xi: i =}, 2 ... n}. Now 

clearly Vx 1\ Xn < {Pj,P2, ... ···Pn}, where Pi are fuzzy singletons with support Xi . Now 

since X is assumed to be fuzzy Tj , singletons are fuzzy closed and hence it follows that 

Xn's are discrete for each ne}. 

3.1.5 Proposition If a fuzzy topological space X has a closure preserving a-shading by 

fuzzy closed and a-compact sets, then X is a-metacompact. 

Proof 

From the characterization of a-metacompactness, it is enough if we prove that 

every directed a-shading by open fuzzy sets of X has a closure preserving closed 

refinement. 

Let U be a directed a-shading of X by open fuzzy sets. Let c: be any closure 

preserving a-shading by closed a-compact fuzzy sets. Now U is an a-shading of C for 

any CE (;. Now since C is a-compact, it has a finite a-sub shading say {Vj, V2, ...... Vk}. 

Now C < Vjv V2V ..... v Vk 

< V for some VE U since U is di~ected. 
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Thus C < U for some UE U Therefore <: is an a-shading refinement of U This 

completes the proof 

3.2 Fuzzy K- Scattered Spaces 

Let Xbe a fuzzy topological space and FEr. Then we define the K- derivative of 

F of order J, pi) as the collection of all fuzzy points in X whose support set is given by 

Supp pi)= {XEX: F(x) > 0 and::J no fuzzy nbd g EK with g(x) > 0 and g<F}. Where K is 

a collection of spaces such that we always assume that K is non empty and X EK implies 

t. ~ K The value of x at pi) is the same as that at F. That is pi) (x)= F(x) for all XE 

SUpppi). Inductively we define F(A.+l) = (F(A.)i1) for each ordinal A.. If A.. is a limit 

ordinal p;..) = /\ pp). 
Jl()' 

Now take r; (X) = InJ (A : ~;..) =O} if it exists 

= 00 other wise. 

3.2.1 Definition A fuzzy topological space X is said to be K-scattered if r; (X) = 7] for 

some ordinal 7]. Or equivalently for every O;c FE L there exists a point x E F and a 

fuzzy nbd N of X with N(x»O where N<F and NE K 

3.2.2 Definition Let Ube an a-shading of a fuzzy topological space X .We say that U 

is a-disjoint if U/lV<a Jor all U, V EU and U;c v. 

3.2.3 Definition An a-disjoint a-shading {L;..: A<7]} of a fuzzy topological space X is 

called a fuzzy K-scattered partition if L;..(x) s N(x) Jor all x E X and for some N EK and 

!\ LfJ is open in X for each A <7]. 
JJ(§ 

3.2.4 Lemma A K-scattered fuzzy topological space has a K-scattered partition 
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Proof 

Let X be a K-scattered fuzzy topological space. There fore by definition, we have 

q (X) = ." for some ordinal.". Let 1<." and take YA. = xt'A.)~A.+ /). Therefore clearly it· 

follows that each XE YA. has a fuzzy neighbourhood Nx in YA. with Nx(x»O and Nx E K. 

Well order YA. by <A.. For each x E YA. , take Lx = {lnt Nx ] \ [v {lnt Ny " Y<A.x]. Clearly 
YA. fA. 

each of Lx is open and Lx<Nx Vx and NxE.((. Also since each Lx is fuzzy open, so is their 

arbitrary union. Thus v {Lx " X E YA. and A < ; (X)} is open . Therefore it follows that 
1'(8 

{ Lx,' X E YA. and A < ; (X) } is a K-scattered partition of X. 

3.2.5 Definition Let A be a fuzzy set. Then a fuzzy point P EA is called an isolated point 

ifit has a fuzzy neighbourhood U such that U(x) = o for all XEA with x~p. 

3.2.6 Definition A fuzzy topological space X is said to be scattered if each fuzzy subset 

A of X has an isolated point in X 

3.2.7 Remark Clearly I-scattered and scattered spaces coincide. Where I is the class 

consisting of all one point spaces and the empty space. 

3.2.8 Remark The converse of the Lemma 3.2.4 is in general not true. This follows from 

the next example. 

3.2.9 Example Take X=R2 . Define a fuzzy topology T on If by declaring each point in 

If with rational co-ordinates as fuzzy open singletons (we denote it by Q*) together with 

the sets of the form {z} u {Q * AXu}, where Z E xu and U is the usual crisp open set in If. 

Let A be any fuzzy subset of X. If AA Q* ~ 0, from the definition of Q* it follows 

that A has an isolated point. Now if AA Q * = 0 , then A < (Q *)' . Then every fuzzy point 

pE A is contained in {P} u {Q*}. This cannot contain any other point of A, A < (Q*),. 

Hence Cx, T) is I-scattered. 
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Now for every a-disjoint a-shading of X, any member of this shading cannot be 

contained in some NE 1. Thus X has no I-scattered partition even though it is I-scattered. 

3.2.10 Definition [G;K;M] A fuzzy topological space X is said to be fuzzy regular if and· 

only if for every fuzzy point p in X and for every open fuzzy set U containing p , there 

exists an open fuzzy set W such that pgf .scIW~U. 

The converse of the Lemma 3.2.4 is true only when X is fuzzy regular. 

3.2.11 Lemma A regular fuzzy topological space with a K-scattered partition is K

scattered. 

Proof 

Let X be a fuzzy regular space with a K-scattered partition {LA. :1<1]}. Let F be 

any fuzzy closed set in X. Let (F Min { A: LA. /\ F ~ O}. And take some x E LA./\F . Now 

clearly from the definition of the K-scattered partition, it follows that v LA. is an open 
A.~8 

fuzzy set containing x. Since X is fuzzy regular, it is possible to find an open fuzzy set U 

such that x E U < cl U < V LA.. Now Lo < N for some N E K. Thus for each closed 
A.~8 

fuzzy set F there exists x E F such that x E F < cl U /\F < Lo/\F < N /\F E K. Thus X is K

scattered. 

3.2.12 Proposition A fuzzy topological space X is hereditarily a-metacompact if and 

only if every a-disjoint a-shading {LA. :1<1]} of X such that v L f' is open in X for 
p(A. 

each A<7] has a point finite expansion {UA. :1<1]} of open fuzzy sets.(i.e., LA.< UA. for each 

kTf·) 
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Proof 

Let Xbe hereditarily a-metacompact and let{ L .. :A<1]}be an a-disjoint a-shading 

of X such that v L f' is open for each A<1] . We give the proof by the method of 
p(). 

induction. Now clearly the statement holds for 1] =1. Let 1] be a fixed ordinal. Assume 

that the statement is true for all ~ 1]. If 1] i~ not a limit ordinal, take 1] = q + 1 Now {Lf': 

11< q}is an a-disjoint a-shading of v L I.l.' Since v L I.l. is open, from hereditarily a-
p(q p(t; 

metacompactness and induction hypothesis it follows that{ L .. :A< q} has a point finite 

expansion { UA :A< q} by open fuzzy sets. Now put Uq =X Then clearly {UA :A<1]} IS a 

point finite expansion of { L .. :A<q} by open fuzzy sets. 

Now if 1] is a limit ordinal, we define Sc5 = v L A for every A< 1]. Now clearly 
),(8 

{ Ss: 8< 1]} is an a-shading of X by open fuzzy sets. Now since X is a-metacompact , 

there is an a-shading refinement { Uc5: 8< 1]} by open fuzzy sets such that Uc5 < Sc5 for 

each8< 1]. Now consider the collection { L AA Uc5: A<8} . This is an a-disjoint a-shading 

of Uc5 of length 8< 1]. Hence from hereditarily a-metacompactness and induction 

hypothesis it follows that { L A A Uc5: A<8} has a point finite expansion { W A, c5: A<8} 

such that W A, c5 < Uc5 for each A<8. Take W A =VA.<lkT] W A, c5 for each A<1]. Now clearly { 

WA : A< 1]} is point finite expansion of { LA. : A <1] } by open fuzzy sets. 

Conversely to prove every open subspace of ~ is a-metacompact ,let 0 be an 

open subspace of X Let U = {UA: A<1]}be an a-shading of 0 by open fuzzy sets. We 

define {LA.:A<1]} as follows. Supp(LA.)= {XEX: UA(x» a} \ {XEX:SUP U,,lx» a} and 
}J(). 

L).,(x)= UA(x)jor all XE X Also take LT] = [Sup{ U: U E U }]'. Now consider {LA. :A.$'1]}. 

Also this is an a-disjoint a-shading of X such that v LI.l. is open for each A<1] and hence 
p(). 

has a point finite expansion { W A : A.$'1]} by open fuzzy sets such that W,). < U,). for each 

}.,<1',. Now clearly W= { W A: A< 1]} is a point finite refinement of U by open fuzzy sets. 

Hence 0 is a-metacompact. 
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3.2.13 Definition A class of fuzzy topological spaces K is said to be finitely additive if 

every space with a finite a-shading by closed fuzzy sets of K belongs to K. 

3.2.14 Lemma Let K be a finitely additive family' of fuzzy topological spaces and 

suppose that each X belongs to K has a countable a-shading {Xn: ne]} and for each ne]' 

there exists a point finite a-shading UII of X such that Xn \ Sup { UII \V } E K for each 

finite VcUn. Then X has a closure preserving a-shading by closed fuzzy sets which 

belongs to K. 

Proof 

Consider the collection W= U~lWn where Wn are defined as follows. Take 

W1=U1 

W2={ W2.U : U E U.z } where 

Supp(W2.U)= {xEX'U(x»a}1 {x EX'Xdx) > a} and 

W2,U(x)= U(x) for all XEX. 

Proceeding like this we get 

Wn+l = {Wn+l .U : U E UII+1 } where 

SUpp(Wn+l.U) = {xEX:U(x»a}1 {XEX: [Xl vX2 VX3V ......... vXn] (X) > a} 

Now clearly W is an a-shading of Xby open fuzzy sets and is also pont finite. For, 

let XEX Let k be the smallest integer such that Xk(X) > a. Now clearly W(x)=O for all 

WE Wm for m= k+] , k+ 2 , ...... Also since Uj are point finite, if follows that each of 

Wm W1 ,W2 ...... Wk. has at most finitely many members with membership values of x 

greater than zero. Thus W is also point finite. 

Now we know that if an a-shading. U of a fuzzy topological space X is interior 

preserving then the collection F= {X \ Sup {U: U(x)=O}: xEX}is a closure preserving a-
UEU 

shading of X by closed fuzzy sets. Now consider the collection K = {Kx: x EX} where 

Kx =X \ Sup {W: W(x)=O} Now since W is point finite, it is interior preserving and 
WEW 
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hence K is a closure preserving a-shading of X by closed fuzzy sets. Take an x EX Let 

IIx = Min {11 :Xn{x) > a }. Now if yE Kx, then clearly lly91x. Also Kx < v [Xn \ Sup {U : 
nSnx UeUn 

U(x)=O} 1 E K . Since Kx is closed it follows that KxE K 

3.2.15 Theorem Let K be a finitely additive class of fuzzy topological space. If X is a 

hereditarily a-metacompact space with countable a-shading by closed and K-scattered 

fuzzy sets, then X has a closure preserving a-shading by closed fuzzy sets which belong 

toK. 

Proof 

Take a countable a-shading {Xn :11.?l} of X by closed fuzzy sets where each Xn is 

K-scattered. Let 1l.?1. Then Xn has a K-scattered partition say {Ln.A.: O<).<1'/n}.Also take 

La.). = Xn '. Now takeLn={Ln.A.: 05).< 1'/n}. Clearly Ln is an a-shading of X Since Ln is a 

K-scattered partition of Xn together with Xn', it is disjoint and hence has an open 

expansion say Un={ Un.A.: 05).51'/n }. Let V be any finite sub collection of Un. Then from 

the fact Lnis an a-shading of X and Ln.A. < Ut].A.!or all 05).51'/n , it follows that 

Fn(V ) = Xn \ v {Un \ V } 

< V {Ln.A. ELn : Un.A. EV , )'>O} 

E K 

Thus Fn(V) is contained in some member of K and Fn(V) Er.It follows that 

Fn(V) EK. Thus by Lemma 3.2.14, Xhas a closure preserving a-shading by members of, 

K which are closed fuzzy sets. 

Now we give a complete characterisation of spaces with closure preserving a

shading by fuzzy sets with finite support. 

3.2.16 Theorem The following are equivalent for a fuzzy topological Space X 

(a) Xhas a closure preserving a-shading by' fuzzy sets with finite support. 
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(b) X is hereditarily a-metacompact and has a a- closure preserving a-shading by fuzzy 

sets with finite support. 

(c) X is hereditarily a-metacompact and weakly a-discrete. 

(d) X has a countable a-shading by fuzzy I-scattered subsets and is hereditarily a

metacompact. 

Proof 

(a) =>(b) 

If X has a closure preserving a-shading by fuzzy sets with finite support, then 

every subspace of X also should have such a shading. Then from Proposition 3.1.5 it 

follows that X is hereditarily a-metacompact. 

(a) => (c) 

This follows from Lemma 3.1.3 and Lemma 3.1.4. 

(b) => (c) 

Given that X has a a -closure preserving a-shading by fuzzy sets with finite, 

support, Thus there is an a-shading {Xn.' nEN} of X such that each of Xn has a c-p a

shading by fuzzy sets with finite support, Thus each of Xn is weakly a-discrete, (by (a) 

=> (c)), Thus each of Xn is the supremum of a countable number of discrete subsets {Xn,k 

: n,kEN} such that VkSm Xn,k is closed in Xn for each m EN, Since a countable collection 

of countable sets is countable, it follows that {Xn,k : n,kEN} is a countable a-shading 

which satisfies (c). 

(c) => (d) 

Consider the set {Yn .' ne1} where Yn = VkSn Xk, for each ne1. Then clearly 

{Yn .' ne1} is a countable closed a-shading of X. Now each Xn is discrete and hence is 

I-scattered. Also the union of two I-scattered spaces is also I-scattered. Therefore it 

follows that each Yn is scattered. 

(d) => (a) 

Follows from Theorem 3.2.15. 
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3.2.17 Lemma Let Xbe a fuzzy topological spaces and U={ U;. :AEA } be a point finite 

a-shading by open fuzzy sets. Let Bn = { X EX: a -Ord (x, U) ~ n} . Then { Bn : n2::0} is 

an a-shading of X by closed fuzzy sets. If n>O and F is a closed fuzzy set with F<Bn and 

F ABn-J = 0 , then F has a discrete a-shading by closed fuzzy sets where each member is 

contained in some U E U. 

Proof 

For any x EX with Bn(x) =0 for some n, by the definition of Bn it follows that there 

is some A'e A with n+ 1 numbers such that U;. (x) >a jor a/f)"EA' . Now since each U;. 

is fuzzy open, so is !\{ U;. : AEA}. This is an open fuzzy nbd of x disjoint from Bn. 

Therefore it follows that 11 Bn is fuzzy open and so Bn are closed fuzzy sets. 

Also given that U is a point finite a-shading of X. Therefore there exists at most 

finitely many U E U with U (x»a for any XEX. Then clearly Bn(x»a for some n. Thus 

{En: 112::0} is an a-shading of X 

Take F as in the statement of the Lemma. Let n be the set of all subsets of A 

which have 11 elements and for each YEn define V y = !\ { U;. : A E y}. Now clearly Vy /'IF 

< U;. for each A in yand the collection {Vy /'IF : yE n } is disjoint and hence a discrete a

shading of X by closed fuzzy sets. 

3.2.18 Corollary Let U = { U;. : A < 7] } be a point finite a-shading of a fuzzy topological 

spaces X by open fuzzy sets and Xn = { X EX: a -Ord(x, U) ~ 11 } for each n~1. Then {Xn 

:n8} is a countable a-shading of Xby closed fuzzy s~ts and B,,={ B(AJ.A2.A3 .... A.n) : AJ < 

A2 < A3 .... 7]}is a discrete clopen a-shading of Xn 1 Xn-J for each 11~1 where 

B(Al,J1.2.A3 .......... An) = !\j$n U}.j!\ (Xn 1 Xn-J). 

Proof 

Take F= Xn 1 Xn-J in Lemma 3.2.17 the corollary follows. 
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3.2.19 Definition An a-disjoint a-shading {L..l.: A<17} of a fuzzy topological space is a K

scattered partition if L..l.(x) 5 N(x)for all XEX. and for some NEK and v{LIl:f.1. < 17} is 

fuzzy open in X for each A<f.1. . 

3.2.20 Theorem Let K be a finitely additive class of fuzzy topological spaces. If a 

hereditarily a-metacompact space X is K-scattered then Player I has a winning strategy 

in G' (DK,X). 

Proof 

Since X is fuzzy K-scattered, X has a fuzzy K-scattered partition. Say V= {V..l.: 

A<7]} .Now from proposition 3.2.11, it follows that there exists a point finite fuzzy open 

expansion U={ U..l.: A<7]} of V. Now since V is an a-shading of X, it follows that U is also 

an a-shading of X. Let Xn and Bn , n ;::: 1 be taken as in Corollary 3.2.18 . For each FE 

(, take k(F) = Min{ k ~ 1 : F Mk;C O} and B(F) = ( B(AJ.A2.A3 .... ln)I\F : B(AJ.A2.A3 .... A,J E 

Bkand k = k(F)} and B(O)={O}. Now by Corollary 3.2.18 it follows that each member of 

B(F) is fuzzy closed in X and B(F) is discrete in X. 

We have B(AJ.A2.A3 .... k) = 1\ U}J /\ ( Xk \ Xk-J). Thus B (AJ.A2.A3 .... Ak) < v U}J < 
i~k i~k . 

V V..u. Also since each B(F) is fuzzy closed and K is finitely additive 
isk 

u B(F) = u { B(AJ.A2.A3 .... Ak) 1\ F : B(AI.A2.A3 .... Ak) E Bk , k=k(F) } . Also by Corollary 

3.2.18, Bk is a discrete a-shading of Xk \ X k-I by closed fuzzy sets. Hence (Xk \ X k-J) 1\ 

FE DK (l r where k=k(F) . 

Now we define a fuzzy stationery winning strategy S of Player I for 

G' ( DK,X) as follows 

S: r ~ DK (l r , where S(F) = (Xk(F) \ ~ k(F)-J ) /\ F 

Consider the play (S(X), FI, S(FI), F2, ........ ) of G' ( DK,X). We h~ve clearly 

S(Fn)<Fn and hence S is stationery. Now we want to prove S is winning, that is 

In! Fn= O. Now since {Xn : n~l} is an a-shading of X and Fn /\ Xn = 0 for all k=l,2,3 ... 

It follows that it is enough to prove Fn /\ Xn = 0 for- all n ~ 0 . We will prove this by 
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induction. Let Fn /\ Xn = 0 and assume that Fn /\ Xn+ 1 7= 0 . Therefore by definition of 

k(F,J we get k(F,J= n+ 1. 

Now S(Fn) /\ Fn+l = «X n+l \ X n) /\ Fn ) 1\ Fn+l 

= (Xn+l \Xn ) 1\ Fn+l 

=0 

Now clearly X n /\ Fn= 0 and Fn+l < Fn . Hence Fn /\ Xn+l = O. Therefore it follows that 

Fn+! /\ Xn+ 1 = 0 . Thus the proof is complete by induction. 

• 3.3 Countably a-compact Spaces and the Game G (DK, X) 

We know that most of the properties of cou'ntably compact spaces in general 

topology are discussed in terms of cluster points and accumulation points. So we define' 

a-cluster points and a-accumulation points in fuzzy topological spaces in a language 

which is closely related to shading families and in this framework we obtain a 

characterisation for countable compactness in fuzzy topological spaces and later use this 

to obtain some relations of countably a-compact spaces and the fuzzy topological 

Game G· (DK, X). 

3.3.1 Definition, Let aE[0,1]. An a-cluster point (resp, a*- cluster point) of a set A in a 

fuzzy topological space X is a fuzzy point XA. such that each fuzzy neighbourhood U of 

XA. with U (x) > a (resp. U (x) ~ a) contains some fuzzy point of A with distinct 

support. 

3.3.2 Definition. A sequence (X~n) of fuzzy points with distinct support in a fuzzy' 

topological space X a-accumulates at XA. (resp. a*-accumulates) at XA. if and only if 

for every fuzzy neighbourhood U of XA. with U(x» a (resp. U(x) ~ a) and for every 

nEN, there is an m ~ n such that X:' < U and (A.n)accumulates at A. in the crisp sense in 

[0,1] 
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3.3.3 Theorem . The following are equivalent in a fuzzy topological space. 

(i) X is countably a - compact. 

(ii) Every fuzzy subset of X with countably infinite support has at least one 

a -cluster point 

(iii) Every sequence of fuzzy points 10 X with distinct support has an 

a -accumulation point. 

Proof: 

(i) ~ (ii) 

If possible let A be a fuzzy subset of X with countably infinite support and has no 

a-cluster point. Then it follows that every fuzzy point X~ in A has a fuzzy 

neighbourhood Vi with Vi (Xi) > a which contains no other fuzzy point of A with 

distinct support. Now Supp(A) clearly closed and X \ Supp(A) IS open. Now 

consider the collection X XISupp(A) U {Vi,' i EN} .This is clearly a countable a-shading 

of Xby open fuzzy sets which has no finite a-subshading. 

(ii) ~ (iii) 

Let (X~) be a sequence of fuzzy points in X with distinct support. Then there are 

two possibilities. 

(a) Cardinality of the support of the range set is countably infinite. Then by (ii) this 

has atleast one a-cluster point say XI.. .Now every fuzzy nbd V of XI.. with V(x) > a 

contains infinitely many points of the sequence other than XI.. . Clearly this XI.. is an a -

accumulation point of the sequence. For, For any 11 E N the set {X~: 1 ~ n ~ N } is 

finite .Therefore it follows that for any neighbourhood Vof XI.. with V(x»a and for any 

nE N , there is an m ~ n such that X;m < V and (An) accumulates at A . 
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(b) If cardinality of range set is finite, then there should be some fuzzy point X", 

with X~n = X", for infinitely many 11 EN. Then clearly this X", is an a-accumulation 

point. 

(iii) => (i) 

Let X be not countably a-compact. Let U={VJ, V2, V3 ..... :} be a countable a

shading of X by open fuzzy sets which has no finite a- subshading. Therefore 

(UJ, V2, V3... Vd cannot a-shade X for any finite k. Therefore corresponding to each 

finite k we can find an xl' EX such that U;(xI'» a for some j> k and U;(xI') :::; a for 1 ~ i ~ 

k. Let U;(xI') = 'Ilk where 'Ilk E (a ,1]. Now the sequence (xl' 'lk )has no a-accumulation 

point. For, if possible let x'lbe an a-accumulation point of (xl' 'lk ).Now since U is an a

shading of X, we can find a minimum IEN such that VI(X) > a and Vi(x):::; a for all 

15 i~ I. Now take 11=1+ 1 and consider the neighbourhood VI of x. Then for any m ~ 11 

we have XIII'l1ll > VI .For corresponding to any m, we can find some U; such that U; (XIII» a 

for somej>m.and Vi(XIll) ~ a for 1~ i ~m. Here m ~ 11 = 1+1. Therefore l<m and it 

follows that Vrtln)~a. But 'Il1II E(a ,1]. Thus Xlll'llll < VI which is a contradiction. This 

completes the proof 

3.3.4 Definition [M;Bd.A family {as: SE S} of fuzzy sets in a fuzzy topological space 

( X. T) is said to be discrete if for each x in X , there exists an open fuzzy set g of X 

with g(x) = 1 such that as ~ 1-g holds for all but at most one S in S. 

3.3.5 Theorem. If C is a closure preserving a-shading of a fuzzy topological space X by 

fuzzy closed and countably a-compact sets and if K is a class of fts with ecK, then 

Player I has a fuzzy stationary winning strategy in G· (DK,X) 

Proof 

Corresponding to each fuzzy closed set F in X, consider the collection {CN: C E 

C} and let D (F) be the maximal disjoint sub-collection of this. This is possible since C is 
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an a-shading of X. Clearly D(F) is closure preserving and disjoint and hence it is discrete. 

Now define S: L into) _L n DK by F ~vD(F). We will show that S is a fuzzy 

stationary winning strategy for Player I in G* (DK,X) . 

Let {Fn: nEN} be a decreasing (F/>F2>F3 .... ) sequence with S(X) A FJ = 0 and 

S(F,J A Fn+J = 0. If possible let if 1nl Fn :t O. Then there exists CoEC such that Co has 
n~1 

non empty meet with each of Fn. Now Co A Fn ~D(F,J for each n ;;? 1. For, If 

Co A Fn E D (F,J lor some n, then 

CoAFn = (COA Fn)A Fn+J 

< [VD(F,J] A Fn+J 

=S(Fn) A Fn+J 

= 0. This is a contradiction. Therefore Co A Fn ~ D(F,J for each for every n ;;? 1 . 

Fix some n ;;? 1. D(F,J is maximal and disjoint. Also Co A Fn ~ D(F,J. Therefore 

we can take some CnEC such that CnA Fn ED (F,J and (Cn A Co) A Fn:t O. For each n ;;? 1, 

take some x" EX such that [(Co A Fn) A Cn] (x") >a where aE(0,1]. Let 

Min {Co(x),Fn(x),Cn(x) = An.Now clearly we have[S(F,J](x"»a. Also S(Fn)A Fn+J=O. 

Therefore Fn+lx") =0. Now consider the sequence (x\.n) in Co. Now Co is countably 

a-compact. There fore it has an a-cluster point say X2 in Co. This follows from Theorem 

3.3.3. 

Now we have 1nl Fn (x) > a .For, if Fn(x)5 a for some n , then we can choose 
n~1 

some md'i with }.",>Fn(?) . But Fm <Fn. Therefore Fm(xm)<Fn(?). Now Am 5 Fm(?) < 

Flxm). There fore Am < Fn(xm) . This is a contradiction. 

Now claim SUPn~TCn(x)=O. For, let Cn(x»O for some n. Now COA Fn E D(F,J 

and Fn+lx)> a. Then (CnNnNn+J)(X)< (S(Fn) A Fn+J)(x) 

= 0. Therefore Cn(x) =0. This is a contradiction. 
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Since C is closure preserving, we have c1{x\.n : n~l }(x) > a. Also cl {x\n : 

n8} < cl SUPn"21Cn= SUPn"21Cn . There fore SUPn"21Cn(x» a, where a E(O,I]. This is a 

contradiction to Sup n"21 C n (x) = o. This completes the proof. 

From Theorem 3.3.5 and Theorem 2.3.4 , next corollary follows clearly. 

3.3.6 Corollary If a fuzzy topological space X has a (J -closure preserving a-shading by 

a-compact closed fuzzy sets, then player I has a winning strategy in G· (DC,X) 
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Chapter - IV 

FUZZY P-SPACES AND THE GAME Ga(X) 

The concept of P-spaces was introduced by K.Morita and as a generalization of 

this in this chapter we define fuzzy P-spaces (P a-spaces) and some results regarding them 

are obtained. Again a characterization of P a-spaces in terms of a particular type of fuzzy 

topological game Go.(X) is also obtained. 

4.1 Fuzzy P-Spaces 

4.1.1 Definition A collection {Ui: i = 1,2,3, ....... } offuzzy subsets of a set X is called an 

increasing family if Ui < Ui+} for every i = 1,2,3, ..... 

4.1.2Definition A fuzzy topological space X is saip to be a P a-space if for every 

increasing family U =( U(a},a2, ..... ai): a},a2, ..... ai EA, i=1,2,3 . .}of open fuzzy sets in, 

X, there exists a precise refinement F ={ F(a},a2, ..... aJ· a},a2, ..... ai EA, i=1,2,3 . .} by 

closed fuzzy sets satisfying the condition that if U is an a-.shading of X, then F is also an 

a-shading of X where a E [0,1). 

4.1.3Theorem A fuzzy topological space X is a P a -space if and only if there exists a 

crisp function p: u G' ~ t such that 

(i) If(G},G2,G3 ......... ) E G' ,nEN tnenp(G},G2,G3 ......... ) < Sup {Gk :1 ::; k::; n} 

(ii) If {G},G2,G3 ............ ... } is an a-shading of X, then so is {P(G1), p(G},G2), 

p(G},G2,G3), ........ }.Where G represent the family of all open fuzzy subsets of 

X. 

Some Results mentioned in this Chapter are accepted for publication in the paper titled Fuzzy P-Spaces in the 

Journal Discourse(s) No.3 VoL 1(2000) 
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Proof 

Let Xbe a Pa-space. Let (G},G2,G3 ......... ) E G' and take a; = G; in the 

definition ofPa-spaces and define U(a},a], ..... a,J =U(G},G2,G3 ... Gn) = Sup (G;: I sk s 

1l}.Then clearly U(G},G2,G3 .. . Gn) < U(G}, G2, G3 ... Gn+d. Then from the definition of Pa -

spaces the remaining follows. 

Conversely let U= {U(a},a2, ..... aJ: ajEA, i =1,2,3 ..... } be an increasing, 

family of open fuzzy sets in X Now corresponding to each U(a},a2,a3, ...... aJ in U, we 

define 

F(a},a2, ..... a;) = p(U(a},), U(a},.a2,) U(a},a2,a3), .... U(a},a],a3, ...... a,J) 

< SliP (U(a},a2, ..... aJ : 1 ~ i ~ n J 
= U(a},a2, ..... aJ since U is increasing. 

Now if U is an a-shading of X. for every XEX, there exists a U(a},a2,a3, ...... aJ such that 

U(a},a2,a3, ... ... aJ(x) > a . Now clearly by definition, we have F(a},a2,a3, ...... aJ(x) > a 

and hence {F(a},a2,a3, ...... aJ: a,E A, i=1,2:3, .... Jis an a-shading of X Hence X is a Pa-

space. 

From the definition of Pa-Spaces and Theorem 4.1.3 next theorem follows 

clearly. 

4.1.4 Theorem A fuzzy topological space X is a P a-space if and only if there is a crisp 

function defined from the family of all increasing finite sequences of open fuzzy sets G to 

the collection of all closed fuzzy sets t with p(G}, G2, G3 ... GrJ < Gn where 

(GI ,G2,G3 ... G,J E G' and if Gn < Gn+}for each 11 EN and if { G},G2,G3 .. . Gn lis an a

shading then so is (p(G}), p(G},G2), p(G},G2,G3), ....... .}. 

4.1.5 Theorem A fuzzy topological space X is a Pa-space if and only if there exists a 

crisp function p: u ( t) n ~ t such that 
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(i) For each (Fo.FJ .... ... ... F,J E (!.')", n ~O 

p(Fo.FJ .......... F,J 1\ Inf i5n F; = 0 

(ii) For each (Fo.FJ . .......... .) E ( t) ID with Inf n~l Fn =0; 

the collection {p(Fo.FJ .... ...... Fn) : n ~ O}is an a-shading of X 

Proof 

Let (FJ .......... F,J E (l.') "ThenFJ·• FJ·vF2·. FJ·c vF2·vF3 · • .... is an increasing 

family of open sets. Take U(aJJ= FJ' ,U(aJ.a2)= FJ'v F2' ... U(aJ.a2 ....... an) = FJ' V F2 ' V 

....... V Fn·. Now since X is a Pa -space, there exists a collection {F(aJJ.F(aJ.av .... .}such 

thatF(aJ.a2 ....... a;) < U(aJ.a2.. ..... a;) for each i =1.2.3 .... 

Now define p(FJ .... ... ... F,J = 0 if Inji5n Fi ~ 0 

= F(aJ.a2 . ... .... a,J otherwise 

Clearly p has properties (i) and (ii) 

Conversely let (GJ.G2 .... ......... Gn) E G". Then FJ=GJ', F2= G2· . ..... Fn= Gn are 

all closed and hence there exists a function p' : ( I') "~ t such that 

p'(FJ . ...... ... Fn) 1\ Inf;sn F; = O. 

Take p(GJ• G2 .......... ... Gn) = p'(FJ .......... Fn) in Theorem 4.l.3, then 

p(GJ.G2 ............. G,J .1\ Inf;sn F; = 0 

Therefore p(GJ.G2 ....... ...... G,J < (Inf;sn FJ 

= SlIP;~n F; 

= Sup;sn G; and hence p satisfies (i) and (ii) of 

Theorem 4.3.1 and hence X is a P a-space. 

4.1.6 Theorem If a fuzzy topological space X has a O"-closure preserving fuzzy closed a-, 

shading by countably a-compact sets, then X is a P a - Space. 
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Proof 

Let F = u{Fn : n E N }be an a-shading of X such that each Fn is closure 

preserving and countably a-compact. Let {U(al,a2, ....... an ): aj EA, i = 1,2,3, ... } be an . 

increasing sequence of open fuzzy sets.Now corresponding to each U(a/,a2, ....... an )we 

11 11 

define F(al,a2, ....... an) = Sup {F:F< U(al,a2, ....... an), FEU Fj }. Since u Fi is closure 
;=1 ;=1 

preserving it follows that F(al,a2, ....... an ) is fuzzy closed and F(al,a2, ....... an )< 

U(a/,a2, ... .... an) for each n~1. 

Again let {U(a/,a2, ....... a, ) : i = 1,2,3 ... }be an a-shading of X. Let XEX, Now 

since F is an a-shading of X, there exists an Fo E F such that F o(x»a.Let FoE F k for 

some k. Since Fo is countably a-compact, and U(a/,a2, .. .) 's are increasing we can find 

out some) EN such that) ~ k and Fo < U(a/,a2, ... ,a). 

Sup 11 

Now F(a/,a2, ... ,a). (x) = (F(x): FEU Fi } ~ Fo(x) > a 
F <U(.I.a2 ...... j). ,=1 

Thus { F(a/,a2, ... ,a) : aj EA, i = 1,2,3 .... } is also an a -shading of X. This completes 

the proof 

4.2 A Characterisation ofPa-spaces using the Game Ga(X) 

In this section we describe a game associated with P a-spaces. Here 

Ga (X) denote the following infinite positional fuzzy topological game. Let G and F 

denote the collection of all open (resp. closed) fuzzy subsets of a fuzzy topological space 

X. There are two players Player I and Player 11. Players alternatively choose fuzzy subsets 

of X so that each player knows X and first k elements when he is choosing the (k+ J)th 

element. 

We say that a sequence (G/,F/, ...... Gn,Fn) is a play for Ga (X) if for 

each n ~1, we have 
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(i) GnE G is a choice of Player I. 

(ii) FnE F and Fn < Sup {Gk : 1 ~ k ~n} is a choice of Player 11, 

Player I wins the play (G},F}, .. , .. ,Gn. ,Fn) if {Gn : nE N} is an a-shading of X 

and{Fn: nE N} is not. And Player 11 wins if { Fn: nE N} or both { Gn : nE N} and 

{ Fn: nE N} are a-shadings of X. 

a) 

A strategy for Player I is a crisp function S: {O} u pt ~ G and 
n=1 

a) 

that of Player 11 is I: u GD ~ F such that I (G},G2, .. , .. ,Gn,) < Sup { Gi: l~i ~n}for 
11=1 

Now clearly for each pair of strategies (s ,I) there exists a unique 

Play(G},F}, .. , .. ,Gn,Fn) ofGa (X) defined as follows, 

Take G} = s(O) , F} = I(G}), G2 = s(F}), F2 = t(G},G2) and so on, 

A strategy s (resp,/) is winning for Player I (resp, Player 11) if he 

wins every play of G a (X) using it. 

From Theorem 4,1.6 and definition of Ga (X) , we get the 

following game theoretic characterization of P a-spaces, 

4.2.1 Theorem A fuzzy topological space .is a P a-space if and only if Player 11 has a 

winning strategy in G a (X). 
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4.3 Remarks 

Just like the applications ofP-spaces in general topology, Pa-spaces help the study 

of covering properties in fuzzy topological spaces. In fact the results regarding the. 

product of a.-metacompact spaces is discussed in Chapter VI and there it is shown that 

the product of two a.-metacompact spaces need not be a.-metacompact and if we impose 

some conditions on one of these spaces, we can make the product a.-metacompact and 

this is done in terms of P a-spaces. 
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CHAPTER- V 

GAMES IN PRODUCT-8PACES 

In this chapter we study topological games in product fuzzy topological 

spaces. For two classes of fuzzy topological spaces KJ and K2 we define KJ x K2 as the 

set of all product spaces X x Y such that X E KJ , Y E K2 and all closed subsets of them. 

Here we explore the possibility of having a winning strategy for Player I in 

G' (D(Kl' XK2), X X ry if he has the same in G' (KJ ,X) and G' (K2 , Y) . Here we make 

use of concepts like fuzzy rectangles, fuzzy D-products etc. 

5.1 Preliminaries 

5.1.1 Definition [WON2] Let {Xi}ieI be a family of fuzzy topological spaces. Let 

x = f1 Xi be the usual Cartesian product and let Pi be the projection from X on to Xi for 
iEl 

each i El. The set X with fuzzy topology having the family F ={ p;-l (B): BE Ti, i El } as a 

sub base is called the product fuzzy topological space. 

5.1.2 Definition Let XxY be a fuzzy product space. A fuzzy subset of the form 

R = R' xR" where R' and R" are projection of R in to X and Y respectively is called a 

fuzzy rectangle in XxY. 

5.1.3 Definition Let X be a fuzzy topological space. A fuzzy subset U of X is called a 

co-zero fuzzy set if there is anF-continuous function c:x:~[o, 1] such that C1(O) = I-U. 
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5.2 Fuzzy Games in Product Spaces 

5.2.1 Definition A product fuzzy topological space XxY is called a fuzzy D-product if for 

any disjoint pair {E,F} of a closed fuzzy rectangle E ·and a closed fuzzy set F in XxY , 

there exists a a-discrete collection R of closed fuzzy rectangles such that F < Sup, 

{R:RER }< (Xx Y) \E 

5.2.2 Theorem Let X and Y be two fuzzy topological spaces such that Y is a-compact 

and player I has a fuzzy winning strategy in G· (e, X) then player I has a fuzzy winning 

strategy in G· (e, XxY) where e is the class of all a-compact spaces. 

Proof 

Let P be the projection map from XxY on to X Now since Y is a-compact, it 

follows that P -l(X) is a-compact for each XEX Since P is F-continuous, it follows that P 

is an a-perfect map. Also since e is an a-perfect class, from Theorem 2.4.7 it follows 

that player I has a fuzzy wining strategy in G* (e, XxY). 

Now from the fact that the class of all fuzzy e -scattered spaces (S C) 

forms an a- perfect class and an argument similar to that in proof of Theorem 5.2.2 it 

follows that 

5.2.3Theorem Let X and Y be two fuzzy topological spaces such that Y is a-compact and 

player I has a fuzzy winning strategy in G· (S e, X), then player I has a fuzzy winning 

strategy in G· (S e, XxY). 

5.2.4 Theorem: Let XxY be a fuzzy D-prQduct. If player I has fuzzy winning strategies 

in G· (Kl, X) and G· (K2, X) then he has a fuzzy winning strategy in 

G· (D(Kl, xK2), X xY). 
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Proof 

For convenience we use the following notations. 

No ={O, 3, 6, 9, .... }, NI ={I, 4, 7, .... } N2 ={2, 5, 8, .... } so that No u NI uN2 = W U {O}. 

T= (kI, k2, ... , kn)EWn n~l and LT= kl + k2 + ... + kn. For each T= (kI, k2, ... , kn) with 

kn (t No, take 1'* = (kl, k2, ... , ki) if kn, kn-I, ... , ki+ I E NI (E N2) and ki (t NI «(t N2) for 

some i<n. if kn, kn-I, ... , kl E NI (E N2) put 1'* = (0). 

Now by Theorem 2.3.3, it is enough.ifwe construct a fuzzy winning strategy t for 

G· (L, XxY) where L = F[D(KI xK2)]. Take El = t(XxY) = SI(X) x S2(Y) where SI and S2 

are fuzzy stationery winning strategies for player I in G· (KI , X) and G· (K2, X) 

receptively. Take Ao = {O}. R(O) ={XxY} and Fo = R(O) =XxY. Player 11 chooses some 

FI E £xxY with FI A El = O. 

Assume that we have already constructed an admissible sequence (El, F I, ... , Em, Fm) 

in G· (L, XxY) such that Ei = t(FI, F2, ... , Fi-I) for each i :::; m and that there exists a 

discrete collection {R(a): a = (ai, a2, ... , an+l) E Ared of closed fuzzy rectangles for 

eachTEc:on,n~OwithLT:::; m-I andk~ 1 satisfying 

(1) aEB a E Arek implies aE Ar 

(2) For each aE Ar , R(a) AFr.r+1 < Sup{R (aEB a) : aEB a E Ar.T+I, k ~ 1 }< R(a) 

(3) For each aEB a E Arek where T= (kJ, k2, . ... , kn)EWn, n ~O, k ~l. 

(i) SI(R(a)') A R(aEBa)' =0 if kn, kENo U NI 

(ii) S2(R(a)") A R(aEBa)" =0 if kn, kENo U N2 

(iii) SI(R(a*)') A R(aEBa)' =0 if kn E N2 and kENo U NI 

(iv) S2(R(a*)") A R(aEBa)" =0 i f kn E NI and kENo U N2 

where a* = ali E Aro if aE Aro , T*E wi. 

If T=O consider kn =0 E No. 

Take T= (kJ, k2, ... , kn))EWn, n ~O, with 'L.T= m. Now T = T_EB kn and hence 

LT=m-kn :::; m-I. Therefore R( 1) is constructed. 
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For each aeAr take E(a) = Sl(R(a)')x S2(R(a)") if kn e No 

E(a) = SI(R(a)')x S2(R(a*)") A R(a)" if kn e NI 

E(a) = SI(R(a*),) A R(a' ) x S2(R(a)') if kn ~ N2 

Then E(a)e KI xK2 and take 

Em+l = t(Fo, F I , ... , Fm) 

Sup E(a)AFm 
aeAr 
Teu(j)n 
~ n~o 

L-T=m 

and clearly Em+l eL since {R(a): aeAr } is discrete in XxY. Now player II choose an 

Fm+l e £xxY with Fm+l < Fm and Fm+l A Em+1=0. 

Again take some T e u~o roD with L T=m and aeAr. Since R(a) is a fuzzy 

D-product and ECa) is a closed fuzzy rectangle in R(a) with E(a) A Fm+l = 0 there exists a 

a-discrete collection {R(affia): aeB(a, k), k;::l} of closed fuzzy rectangles in R(a). 

Now, R(a) A Fm+l < sup R(affia) < R(a)\E(a). 
aEB(a,k) 
k~l 

Now from the fact that E(a) and R(affia) are disjoint fuzzy rectangles in XxY, we may 

assume that for each aeB(a, k). 

E(a)' A R(affia)' =0 and E(a)" A R(aEfja)" =0 implies kENo· 

E(a)' A R(affia)' =0 and E(a)" A R(affia)" ~O implies keNI 

E(a)' A R(affia)' ~O and E(a)' A R(affia)" =0 implies keN2. 

Define ATek = { affial aeB(a, k), ae AT} for each k;::1. Now clearly {R(b): be 

ATEH } is discrete in XxY and (1 )-(3) are satisfied. 

Now we will prove that t is the required winning strategy by showing that 

inf Fm=O. For, if possible let inf Fm(x,y) = 17 for some (x, y)e XxY and 17e(O, 1]. Then 
n~l n~l 
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by (2) it follows that we can choose some (kl , k2, ... )E())(jJ and (aI, a2, ... ) such that 

an = (aI, a2, ... , an)E AT where T n = (kl , k2, ... , kn) and R(an) (x, y) = 7] for each n ;:: 1 for . 
each n;::l. Then R(an)' (x) ;:: 77 and R(an)" (y) ;:: 77 for each n ;::l. 

:. inf R(an)' (x) ;:: .,., and inf R(an)" (y) ;:: .,.,. 
n<!\ n<!\ 

(a) 

Now assume that (kl , k2, ... ) contains an infinite sequence (ki(I), ki(2), ... ) 

consisting of all nos in No u NI. Let T(O)=a(O)=O and T(j) =Ti(j) = (ki(I), ... , ki(j) and 

a(j) = ai(j) = (ai(I), ... , ai(j) for each);::l. Now claim SI(R(a(j»')A R(a(j+1»'= 0 for each 

j;::O. For if ki(j')+1 E No U NI, T(j+ 1) = T(j)EB ki(j)+1 follows from ki(j)+1 = ki(j+l) and hence 

a(j+ 1) = a(j) EB a;(f)+\ E AT(;+I). Now claim follows from (3)(i). Similar argument holds for 

k;Cj+I) E N2 also. 

Now from the claim above and (2) it follows that (SI (X), R(a(l»', S(R(a(l)'), 

R(a(2»', S(R(a(l»') .... ) is a play of G*(KI, X) and hence inf R(a(j»'=O. This is a 
n<!\ 

contradiction to (a). Now a similar argument holds good for the case of (k l , k2, ... ) 

contains an infinite sequence (k;(I), k;(2), ... ) consisting of all natural numbers kn belonging 

to No u N2 also. This completes the proof 
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Chapter VI 

APPPLICATIONS OF FUZZY TOPOLOGICAL GAMES 

In this chapter we discuss some applications of fuzzy topological games in 

covering properties and dimension theory. We mainly focus our attention on a-para 

(meta) compact spaces and shading dimension. Every product space discussed will have a 

winning strategy in some particular kind of fuzzy topological game. Also a fuzzy version 

of countable sum theorem for covering dimension in terms of fuzzy topological games is 

obtained. 

6.1.Games and Product in a-para (meta) Compact Spaces 

First we obtain a characterisation of fuzZy regular a-paracompact spaces, 

which will be useful in proving the main theorems in this section. 

6.1.1 Theorem For a fuzzy regular space X, the following are equivalent 

(i) X is a-paracompact. 

(ii) Every a-shading of X by open fuzzy sets has a eT-locally finite a-shading 

refinement by open fu.zzy sets. 

(iii) Every a-shading refinement of X by open fuzzy sets has a locally finite a-shading 

refinement. 

(iv) Every a-shading of Xby open fuzzy sets has a locally finite a-shading refinement 

by closed fuzzy sets. 

Proof 

(i) =:) (ii) 

Follows from the fact that every locally finite a-shading is eT-locally finite. 

(ii) =:) (iii) 

Let U be an a-shading of X by open fuzzy sets. Let V be the eT- locally finite a-

00 

shading refinement of U by open fuzzy sets. Therefore V = u V; where each V; ={ ViP: 
.=1 

PE A} is locally finite. Now take Wi = Sup V. Now W = { Wi : i = 1,2,3 ...... } is clearly an 
vev, 
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a-shading ofX. Take Al = W1 and Ai = W;\ u W; for i = 1,2,3, .... Now {Ai: i = 1, 2, . 
• <11 

... } is a locally finite a-shading refinement of W Then by Theorem 1.2.7 it follows that 

{Ai AV;p: i =1, 2, ... , P EA} is a locally finite a-shading refinement of V and hence of 

U. 

(iii) =>(iv) 

Let U be an a-shading of X by open fuzzy sets. For any x EX, take some Ux E U 

with Ux(x» a. Now since X is fuzzy regular, it is possible to find a fuzzy open nbd Vx of 

X such that Vx(x» a and XE VX <r;: <Ux. Now by (iii) we have {Vx: XEX} has a locally 

finite a-shading refinement {Ar: rEf} (say). Then by Theorem l.3.3 {Ar: rEI] is also 

locally finite. Now for each rEf, if Ar < Vx then Ar <Vx<U for some U E U. Hence { Ar: 

rE f} is the required a-shading refinement by closed fuzzy sets. 

(iv) => (i). 

Let U be an a-shading of X by open fuzzy sets and V be a locally finite a-shading 

refinement of U by closed fuzzy sets. For'each XEX, let Wx be an open fuzzy set such 

that Wx(x) =1 and V; = 1\ Wx holds for ~ll but almost finitely many i. This is possible 

since V is locally finite where V; E V. Now clearly W = {Wx: XEX} is an a-shading of X 

and let A be a locally finite a-shading refinement of W by closed fuzzy sets. Now we 

take V* =X\ Sup {A: AEA ,A/\V= O}. Clearly each V* is fuzzy open and contains V. 

Consider V* = { V*: V E V}. Now V* is a locally finite a-shading of X. For let XEX, now 

we can find an open fuzzy set U such that U(x) = 1 and Ai ::; l-U holds for all but at most 

finitely many i. (since A is locally finite). i.e., Ai /\ U:I; 0 for almost finitely many i. 

Now if U /\ V* :I; 0 for some V*E V*, then V* /\ Ai:l; 0 for some i = 1,2,3, ... , n. By the 

definition of V it follows that Ai /\ V = 0 for some i = 1, 2, ... , n. 'Now if A is a 

refinement of {Wx: XEX} and each Wx meet only finitely many V E V implies that Ai 

meets only finitely many members of Vand hence we haveD /\ V* = 0 for all but finitely 

many V E V*. And hence V*is locally'finite. 
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Now for every V E V take U E U such that V 5U and consider { U /\ V* : V E V}. 

This is clearly an a-shading refinement of U by open fuzzy sets which is locally finite. 

Hence X is a-paracompact. 

6.1.2Theorem If Player I has a fuzzy winning strategy in G·(DC, X) and X is a

paracompact, then X xY is a-paracompact for every a-paracompact space Y. Where DC 

denote the class of all fuzzy topolog~cal spaces which have a finite fuzzy closed a

shading by members of C, where C is the collection of all a-compact spaces. 

Proof 

Let S be a fuzzy stationery winning strategy for player I in G"(DC, X). Let G 

be any a-shading of X x Y by open fuzzy sets. Then from the characterization of a-para 

compactness in theorem 6.1.1 it suffices to prove that G has a-locally finite refinement 

by open fuzzy sets. Takes Uo ={ O}, Ao = {O} and R(O) = H(O) = X xY, we shall construct 

a collection Un of fuzzy co-zero rectangles and a collection {(R(a), H(a»la =(al, a2, ... , 

an)EAn} of pairs of closed rectangles R(a) and open rectangle H(a) for each n;;:::l. 

satisfying the following conditions 

(i) Un is locally finite in X xY 

(ii) Each UxVin Un is contained in some GEG. 

(iii) {H(a): aEAn} is locally finite in XxY for each aEAn and n;;:::1. 

(iv) a. E An.l , where a. = (a),a2, .... a n.) 

(v) R(a) < R(a.) A H(a) 

(vi) S(R(a.»' A R(a)' = 0 

(vii) R(a)\Sup Un+l < Sup{R(a E9 a)1 a E9 'a EAn+l }. 

Where' and " represents projections on X and Yaxes respectively. 

The construction of Uj are similar to that ofYajima [Yl] in crisp case and hence 

we omit it. 

Now take U = U Un. From (i) and (ii) we get that U is a a-locally finite 
n,,1 

collection of co-zero rectangles and Ux V E U is contained in some GE G. 
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Now from (v) and (vi) we get if (an) is a sequence such that an E An and (an)-EAn-1 

for each n'?l where ao = fjJ, then sup R(a"), =0. For ( S(X), R(al)', S(R(al»', ... , S(R(an),), 
n~l 

R(an)', ... ) is a play of G* (DC, X) and player I wins this play and hence sup R(an )' =0. 
n~l 

Now it is enough if we prove that U is an a-shading of XxY. If possible let U be 

not an a-shading of XxY. Therefore U(x. y)~a for every UE U. Then by (vii) we can 

find an infinite sequence (ai, a2, ... ) such that an = (ai, a2, ... , an) and (x, y) ER(an) V 

n'?1. Now clearly R(an)' (x»O and hence supR(an)' :;t:0. This is a contradiction and hence 
n~l 

the proof is complete. 

Using the notion of the Pa-spaces discussed in Chapter IV, we obtain an analogue 

of theorem 6.1.2 for a-metacompact spaces as follows. 

6.1.3Theorem Let X be a fuzzy regular a-metacompact P a-space and Player I has a 

winning strategy in G* (DC.XJ , then X x Y is a-metacompact for every a-metacompact 

space Y. Where DC denote the class of all fis which have a discrete fuzzy closed a

shading by members of C, where C is the collection of all a-compact spaces. 

Proof 

We use the following notations. Ifa = (al. a2 ... ...• an) then 

afB t; = (al. a2··· .... an. t;), a /k = (al. a2··· .... ak) and ~_ = a /n-1 .Also ' and" represents 

the projections on X and Y respectively. 

Given that Player I has a fuzzy winning strategy in G* (DC.XJ. Therefore by 

Theorem 2.2.8 it follows that Player I has a stationary winning strategy and let this be s. 

Let p be a function defined as in Theorem 4.1.S.We will prove that every a-shading G of 

X x Y by open fuzzy sets has a point finite a-shading refinement by open fuzzy 

rectangles. 
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Let Uo={O}, Ao ={O} and R(O) = H(O) = XxY. For each nel , we shall construct a 

collection Un of open fuzzy rectangles and a collection {{R(a),H(a)}: a = (a},a2, ... .... an) 

EAn} of pairs consisting of fuzzy closed x open rectangle R(a) and open rectangle H(a) 

satisfying the following conditions 

For each n el 

(i) Un is a point finite collection in XxY 

(ii) For every UxV E Un, there is aGE G such that UxV < G 

(iii) {H(a): aE An} is point finite inXxy' 

(iv) Sup {U:UE Un} < Sup {H(a): aEA noJ} 

(\v a_ EA noJ 

(vi) R(a) < R(a ) and R(a) < H(a) < H(a) 

(vii) S(R(a)') /\ R(a)' = 0 

(viii) R(a) \ Sup{U: UE Un+d < Sup {R(~+ ;;; {a+ ;)E A n+J } 

(ix) p(R(all)', ......... R(aln-l), R(a)) /\ H(a)"=O 

Assume that for each i ~n, the collections Ui and {R(a), H(a) .. aE Ai} have been 

constructed. 

Now for any aE An , let {Cy : YET(a) } be a discrete collection of a-compact sets, 

whose supremum is S(R(a)') . From the fact that X is fuzzy regular a-metacompact it 

follows that there exists point finite collections {Wy : YET(a)} and {Oy : YET(a)} of 

open fuzzy sets such that Cy < Wy < cl Wy < Oy < H(a) , \ Sup (Cp: j3ET(a), j3~} for each 

YET(a). Now Y is a-metacompact and R(a) " is open in Y. Now R(a)" is a-metacompact 

(Since a-metacompact is hereditary with respect to open subsets) and hence for each 

YET(a), there exists a collection Uy = {U8.JxVs: j = 1,2,3 .... moand oEL1(y,)}such that 

(i) ey < Uo = Sup U8.} < Wo for eachoEL1(y,). 
iSIII8 . 

(ii) Each U8.} xVo is contained in some G E G. 

(i) { Vo: oEL1(y,)}is point finite a-shading of R(a)". 

Set Un+1 = U { Uy : YET(a) and aEAn} and 

An+J = {a$s" oEL1(y,),YET(a), aEAn}U {a+ B: aEAn} . 
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Take any a+~ EAn+1. Then observe that a /i EA; for all i5n. 

If ~ = 8 for some 8EL1(rJ and.YEF(a), put R(a$8) = [ (cl Wy \ V8 ) 1\ R(a) '] x V8 and 

H(a$8) = Oy \p (R(a /1), , ...... R(a In)' , R(a+ ()) ') x V8 

if ~ = 8, put R(a+8)= R(a) \ Sup Wyx R(a) " and 
YEf(a) 

H (a+()) = H(a) , Ip (R(a /1)' , ...... R(a /n)', R(a+()) ') x H(a) " 

Then clearly Un+1 and (R(a),H(a) : aEAn+tl satisfies conditions (i) --- (ix) 

Now take U = u U". Now it can be shown that U is an a-shading of X and we 
n«1 

will prove that U is also point finite. Also by (ii) U is a collection of open fuzzy 

rectangles in XxY and any U xV E U is contained in some G E G. 

Similar to the proof of claim in Theorem 6.1.2 , we get if {an} is a sequence such 

that an EAn and (a,J- = an-l for each n.?I,where ao = 0, then In/n8 H(a,J' = 0 -----(1) 

Again we claim that In/n.;?1 (SupHn)= O.Where Hn = (H(a) _. a EAn}. For if possible let 

there be an Zo such that Infn.;?1 (SupHn)( zo» 7] = for some7] >0. Take An(zo) = { aE An: 

H(a) (zo) .? 7]} .By (iii) we get An(zo) is finite and by (v) and (vi), aE An(zo) ~ a_E An_ 

J(zo). Then by Konings' Lemma [Lemma 2.8 of [YI] ] there exists ( /31, /32. /33, ...... ) 

such that an E( /31, /32 ...... /3n) EAn(zo) for each n.?I. Then H(a,J(zo) .? 77 for each n.?I. 

Hence Infn';?l H(a,J(zo) .? 7] . This is a contradiction to our claim. 

Let Z E XxY then by claim above we can find an m .?I such that Sup Hm{z} = O. 

Now from (v) and (vi) it follows that Sup Hn+l < Sup Hn for each n.?I. Since 

Sup Hn (z)=O for each n .? ni, from (iv) we get that Sup Un (z)=O whenever n > m. Hence 

it follows from (i) that U is point finite in XxY . This completes the proof. 

From Theorems 4.1.6 ,3.3.6, and 6.1.3 next corollary follows easily. 

6.1.4 Corollory If X is a fuzzy regular a-metacompact space with a a-closure 

preservmg a-shading by a-compact sets, then XxY is a-metacompact for every a-

metacompact space Y. 
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6.2 Games and Shading Dimension 

6.2.1 Notation Through out this section by shading we mean O-shading and assume that 

every shading is essential. 

6.2.2 Definition Let Xbe a non empty set and U ={ V;..: AEA}be a non empty family of 

fuzzy subsets of X. Then the order of U is the largest integer n such that there exists a 

subset M of A having 11+ 1 elements such that In/ V;..> O. And if there is no such integer, 
).EM 

order is 00. If the collection is void, its order is defined to be -1. 

6.2.3 Definition The shading dimension of a fuzzy topological space X (Shad X) is the 

least integer n such that every. finite open ~hading of X has an open shading refinement 

of order not exceeding 11. If there is no such integer, the shading dimension is said to be 

00. 

6.2.4 Definition A shading U ={ Va: a EA} IS essential if for every f3 E A, 

Vp> l\Sup { Va: a EA}. 
a~p 

6.2.5 Theorem If X is a fuzzy topological space, then the following are equivalent 

(i) Shad X ::; 11 

(ii) For every finite open shading {Vi. V2. V j .. Vd of X, there is an open shading {Vi. 

V2. V3 ..... Vd of order not exceeding n such that Vi< Vi for each i =1.2.3 ... k. 

(iii) If { Vi. V2• Vj .. Vn+2} is an open shading of X, there is an open shading {Vi. V2. 

V3 ..... Vn+2} such that Vi< Vi and In/V; = 0 . 
l:5i:5n 

Proof 

(i) => (ii) 

Let Shad X ::; n. Therefore the shading {Vi. V2• V j .. Vd has an open shading 

refinement say W with order not exceeding 11. Now if WE W, there is some i such that 

W< Vi and suppose that each W is associated with one of the Vi containing it and take vi = 

Sup { W:W<Vi}.Clearly each V; is open and V; <Vi for every i. Since order of W is not 
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exceeding 11, it follows that for any XEX, W(x»O for at most 11+ 1 members of Wand 

each WE W is associated with a unique Ui. Therefore it follows that V(x»O for at most 

11+ 1 members of {Vi} and hence {Vi} is a shading of X with order not exceeding n. 

(ii) => (iii) is clear 

(iii)=> (ii) 

Let U = {U}. U2• U; .. Ud be a finite open shading of XAssume k > n+ 1, 

We define a collection {Gi : 1 si S 11+ 2} as follows 

Gi = Ui for 1 s n+ 1 and 

Gn +2 = Sup Ui 
n+2SiSk 

Clearly each Gi is open and { Gi } is a shading of X Then by (iii) there is an open 

shading {H}. H2• H3 .... Hn+2} such that Hi < Ui and In! Hi = O. Now take W;= Ui if 1 S 
ISISn+2 

11+ 1 and W; = Ui Nln+2 if i >n+ I.Then clearly W= {W}. W2• W3 .. Wd is an open shading 

of X with the property that W; s Ui and In! Wi = O.Now if there exists a subset B of 
lSiSn+2 

{l.2 ..... k}with n+ 2 elements such that In! Wi":t 0, we will renumber the family W to 
iEB 

give a family P={p}. P2• P3 •. Pk} such that In! Pi":t 0 . By proceeding in a manner 
ISiSn+2 

similar to the construction above, we can obtain an open shading W= {W'}. W'2. 

W'3 .. W'd such that W'i < Pi and In! W'i = O.By repeating this process for a finite 
l~lSI1+2 

number of times, we will end up with an open shading {V}. V2• V3 .. Vk } of X with order 

not exceeding 11 and Vi < Ui. 

(ii)=> (i) is obvious. 

6.2.6 Theorem If A is a closed fuzzy subset of a fuzzy topological space X, then 

Shad A ~ Shad X 
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Proof 

Let Shad X::; 11 . Now it is enough to prove that Shad A 5"11. For let U = {VJ• V 2• 

U3 •. Vk} be a finite open shading of A. Then clearly for each i, Vi = A /\ V; for some ~ 

open in X. Then it follows clearly that {VJ. V2• V3 •• Vk• llA} is an open shading of X . Now 

since Shad X ::; n, this collection has an open shading refinement W with order not 

exceeding 11. Now consider {W /\A: WE W}. This is an open refinement of U with order 

not exceeding 11 and hence Shad X ::; 11. 

6.2.7 Definition [HU] A fuzzy topological space Cx, 1) is normal if for every closed 

fuzzy set k and open fuzzy set b such that k5" b, there exists a fuzzy set a such that 

k~int a 5" cl a 5" b. 

6.2.8 Definition An open shading U = { Va: a EA} is said to be shrinkable if there exists 

an open shading V ={ Va: a EA} such that cl Va < V for every a EA. Then V is called a 

shrinking of U. 

6.2.9 Definition Two families {AA.: A EA} and {BA.: A EA} of fuzzy subsets ofa set Xis 

similar if for each re A. In! AA and In! BA are both zero or both non zero. 
AEY AEY 

6.2.10 Proposition A fuzzy topological space X is normal if and only if every point 

finite shading of Xby open fuzzy sets is shrinkable. 

Proof 

Suppose that X is fuzzy normal. Let U = { Va: a EA} be a point finite shading of X 

by open fuzzy sets. For convenience take ~ = {I. 2. 3 •... }. Construct V = {V a: a. EA} by 

transfinite induction as follows. 

Put FJ = 1 \ Sup Va . Now clearly FJ < VI . Then by normality [Theorem l.12 of 
a>1 

[M;Bd ], there exists an open set VI such that FJ < VI and cl VI < V J. Let Vp be 

constructed for each f3 < a and let Fa = 1 \ [Sup Vp V Sup V Y J. Now clearly Fa is 
p<a y>a 

closed and Fa< Va. Also by normality there exists an open fuzzy subset Va with Fa < Va 
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< cl Va < Ua .Now V = { Va: a EA} is the required sl}rinking provided that it is a 

shading of X. For, let XEX, since U is a shading and point finite, it follows that U(x»O 

for at most finitely many UE U. Say Uk}, Uk2, ......... Ukn. Take k = Max{k}, k2 ... ...•. kn}. 

Now clearly x f!Uy for any r> k .And hence if x f!Up for any {3< k , then clearly x f! Vy 

for any r> k. Therefore XE Fy < Vy . Hen~e XE Vy Thus in any case Vp (x»O for some 

f3 EA. Hence{ Va: aEA} is the required shrinking. 

Converse'ly let A and B be two closed subsets of X such that A ~ 11 B. Then clearly 

{ll A, 11 B} is a point finite open shading of X. For any shrinking {U. V} of {11 A . 11 B} 

we have the open fuzzy sets 11 clA and 11 clB containing B and A respectively. Hence X 

is fuzzy normal. [By theorem 1.12 of[ M;B 1] ] 

6.2.11 Proposition Let X be a fuzzy normal space and {Ga : a EA} a family of locally 

finite collection of open fuzzy sets in X and {Fa: a EA} be a collection of closed fuzzy 

sets of X such that Fa < Ga fot each a. Then there is an open collection {Ha: a EA} 

similar to {Fa: a EA} and Fa < Ha < Ga for each a. 

Proof 

Well order A and construct the set F as follows. Take all finite intersections from 

{Fa: a EA} which does not meet Fa. Take F as the supremum of all these and from 

normality it follows that there exists an open fuzzy set Ho such that Fo < Ho < cl Ho 

< (l1F )/\ Go . Now { cl Ho, F1,F2,... } is similar to {Fa: a EA} . Continuing trans

finitely we get a collection {Ha: a EA} which has the required property. 

6.2.12 Proposition (A characterisation for shading dimension for fuzzy normal spaces) 

The following are equivalent for a fuzzy normal space. 

(i) Shad X ~n 

(ii) Every finite open shading of X can be refined by a finite closed fuzzy shading of 

order not exceeding 11+ 1. 

(iii) Every finite open shading {G1,G2, .... .... Gk } of X can be refined by a finite 

closed fuzzy shading {H1,H2, ........ Hk }of order not exceeding 11+ 1 such that 

Hi < Gi for each i. 
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Proof follows from theorem 6.2.6 and Proposition 6.2.10 above. 

6.2.13 Lemma If E is a closed fuzzy subset of a fuzzy normal space X with Shad E ~ n , 

then for each finite open shading {Vi: i ~ k} of X, there exists a finite shading V = {1/;: i. 

5{ k } of open fuzzy sets and an open set G containing E such that 

(i) Vi < Vi for each i ~ k. 

(ii) Ord (x. V) ~n+ 1 for each XE cl G 

Proof 

From the characterisation in Proposition 6.2.12, clearly there exists a a closed 

collection F = {F;: i ~ k} which is a shading of E and Fi < U; /1.£ for each i with order 

Ord (x.F) ~n+ 1 for each XEX Now proceeding in a similar manner as in theorem 7.14 

of Engeling [E] in the crisp case , there exists a finite open collection of fuzzy sets W 

= fW;: i ~ k} such that Fi < Vi < W; for each i ~ k and Ord (x. W) ~ n+ 1 for each x EX 

Take an open set G in X such that E < G < cl G < Sup Wj ( This is possible by 
j,,;,k 

normality). Put Vi = W; V (Vi \ cl G). Then V ={1/;: i ~ k} and G has the required 

properties. 

6.2.14 Notation Shadn denote the family of all fuzzy topological spaces with shading 

dimension ~11. 

6.2.15 Remark By Theorem 6.2.6 , it follows that X E Shadn => IX c Shadn . 

6.2.16 Main Theorem Let X be a fuzzy normal space and Player I has a winning 

strategy in G" (Shadn.X) , then Shad X ~n. 

Proof 

Let {~: j ~ k } be a shading of X by open fuzzy sets and S be a fuzzy stationary 

winning strategy for Player I in G" ( Shadn ,J{). 
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For each i construct an open shading Ui ={ Vi,;:} ~ k } of X and open fuzzy sets Gi 

with the following properties for each i ~ 1. 

(i) cl Vi,j < Vi.l,j <~. :} = 1,2,3, ..... k 

(ii) Ord(x, Vi) ~ 11+ 1 for each XE cl Gi 

(iii) S(l\ Gi-I)V Gi-l < Gi 

Take VOJ = ~ for each} ~ k and Go = O. Let GI and Vi are constructed for each 

i~ m. Let E =S(l\ Gm). Them clearly 1\ Gm is closed and hence Shad E ~ n. Then by. 

lemma 6.2.13 we have an open shading Vm+l = { Vm+ l ,/} ~ k }of X and an open set 

G>E with Vm+l,j < Vm,1 for each} ~ k and Ord(x, Um+l) ~ n+ 1 for each XE cl G. Also 

Um+l,j < cl Vm+l ,j < Vm ,1' since X is fuzzy normal. Let Gm+J = G v Gm. Then Um+l and 

Gm+J satisfy (i) --- (iii). 

Now take Fj = In! clVi ,} for each} ~ k. Take an XE X, now since each Vi is a 
i;'\ 

finite shading of X, we can choose }(x)~ k such that x E Vi ,j(x) for infinitely many i . But 

by (i) we have x E In! V;,}(X) = Fj(x). Thus t.he collection F= {Fj: } ~ k } is a shading of X 
;;,\ 

by closed fuzzy sets such that Fj < ~ for each} ~ k . Now {Gi: i ~ 1} is a shading of 

X. Take some i ~ 1 such that x E Gi,o. Now by (ii) we have Ord(x, F) ~ Ord (x, Vi,o) ~ 

11+ 1 . Therefore it follows from Proposition 6.2.12 that Shad X ~ n. 
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APPENDIX- I 

L - FUZZY METACOMPACTNESS 

Mao-Kang [MA] introduced a reasonable notion for paracompactnes in fuzzy 

topology and systematically studied paracompactness for the case [0,1], Later Jiu-Lan 

[TI] continued the investigation in the L-fuzzy topological spaces(L-fts) using a-Q

covers and quasi-coincidence relation. In chapter I, we have already discussed 

metacompactness in [0,1] fuzzy topological spaces and obtained a characterization for the 

same.In this section we define point finite collections and metacompactness in L-fts. 

Besides getting a characterization for metacompactness in weakly induced L-jts that· 

involves the concepts of well-monotone and directed a-Q-covers, it is also seen that 

metacompactness obtained is a good L-extension of ordinary metacompactness and it is 

hereditary with respect to closed subsets. 

For basic notions and definitions we follow Ying.:Ming and Mao-Kang [Y;M] 

. We let q denote the quasi coincidence relation. Also X denote the characteristic function 

and Pt(Lx) is the collection of all L-fuzzy points in the L-fts (Lx, D). A molecule in a 

lattice L is a join irreducible element in L aDd the set of all molecules of L is denoted by 

M(L). Also we denote A(a) = {x EX,' A (x)~ a} and A [a] = {x EX,' A (x) ~a }. 

A.l.t Definition [Y;M] Let (Lx,D) be an L-fts . A fuzzy point Xa is quasi coincident 

with AE LX (and write xa-.{A ) if xafA' . Also A quasi coincides with B at x (AqB at 

x ) if A(x)$ B'(x). We say A quasi coincident with B and write AqB if AqB at x for some 

XEX Further A-, qB means A not quasi coincides with B. We say UED is a quasi 

coincident nbd of Xa (Q-nbd) if xa<.i( U The family of all Q-nbds of Xa is denoted by Qo 

(xaJ or Q(xaJ· 

Some Results mentioned in Appendix I are included in a paper titled Metacompactlless in L-Fuzzy Context to 

appear in the Journal of Fuzzy Mathematics, Vol. 8 No.3 (2000). 
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A.l.2 Definition [Y;M ] Let ( r-\ 0) be an L-fts , A E LX . cP cL x is called a Q-cover of A 

if for every xESupp(A) , there exists U E cP such that XA(x) ~ U. cP is a Q-cover of ( LX, 0 

) if cP is a Q-cover of 1 . If aEM(L) , then C EO is an a-Q-nbd of A , if C E Q(xcJ for 

every xas A . cP is called an a-Q cover of A if for every xas A, there exists U E cP such 

that xa~U. 

A.1.3 Definition [Y;M] Let (Lx,o) be an L-fls. A = {At: lET} c LX, X,tE M(Lx). A is 

called locally finite at X,t if there exists U E Q(x;j and a finite subset To of T such. that 

tE T\ To => At--. qU. And A is *-locally' finite at X,t if lE T\ To => XAt(or-7 qU, where A 1(0) 

={ XEX : A,(x)~ 0 }. A is called locally finite (resp. *-locally finite) for short, if A is 

locally finite (resp. *-locally finite) at every molecule X,t of LX. 

A.1.4 Definition [Y;M] Let ( LX,o ) be .an L-fts. A E LX , aEM(L). A is called a

paracompact (resp. a*-paracompact) if for every open a-Q-cover cP of A, there exists an 

open refinement tp of cP such that tpis locally finite (resp. *-locally finite )in A and tpis 

also an a-Q-cover of A. A is called paracompact ( resp. *-paracompact ) if A is a a

paracompact (resp.a*-paracompact) for every aEM(L). (Lx,o) is paracompact ( resp.*

paracompact) if 1 is paracompact (resp. *-paracompact). Where a collection A refines B 

(A < B) if for every A E A, ::J BE B such that A ~ B. 

Now we define point finite families and metacompactness. 

A.1.S Definition Let (Lx,o) be an L-fts. A = {At: lE T} c LX , X,tE M(Lx). A is called 

point finite at X,t if X,t ~At for at most finitely many lE T. And A is *-point finite at 

X,t if there exists at most finitely many lE T such that X,t ~ XAt(o). where At(o) ={ XEX : 

A,(x)~ 0 }.A is called point finite (resp. *-point finite) for short, if A is point finite 

(resp. *-point finite) at every molecule X,t of LX. 
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A.L6 Definition Let (Lx,8) be an L-fls. AE LX, aEM(L). A is called a-metacompact 

(resp. a*-metacompact) if every open a-Q-cover of A has a point finite ( resp. *-point' 

finite ) open refinement which is also an a-Q-cover of A . A is called metacompact 

( resp. *-metacompact ) if A is a-metacompact ( resp. a*-metacompact )for every 

aEM(L). And ( LX, 8 ) is metacompact ( resp.*-metacompact ) if 1 is metacompact 

( resp. *-metacompact ). 

A.L 7 Remark Clearly we have *-point finite => point finite and hence 

a*-metacompact => a -metacompact and 

*-metacompact => metacompact 

A.L8 Proposition Every locally finite (resp. *-point finite) family is point finite (resp. 

* -point finite) 

Proof of Proposition A.I.8 follows immediately from the definitions. 

Remark From the Proposition A.I.8 it follows that paracompact (resp. *-para compact) 

=> metacompact (resp. *-metacompact) 

A.L9 Definition [Y;M] Let (Lx,8) be an L-fts. A = {At: lET} c LX is a closure 

preserving collection if for every subfamily Aoof A, cl [vAo] = v cl Ao .. 

A.LI0 Proposition A point finite closure preserving closed collection is always locally 

finite. 

Proof 

Let {At : lE T } be a point finite closure pr~serving closed collection and let 

XJ E M(Lx). There fore XJ -<At for lE To say an at most finite subset of T. 

Nowtake V = cl {vAt: N.Ta} 

= v {cl At : N. To } since the collection is closure preserving. 

= v { At : N. To} since each At is closed. 
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Take V = V' = (v {At: t~To})' 

= I\{ At' : t~ To} 

Now if tE TiTo , X,t -, q At and hence X,t q At' for every lE T \ To. Therefore it follows that 

X,t q (v { At : t~ To })'. That is X,t qU -----------(1) 

Now since X,t""""7 q At it follows that X,t ~ At'. Again by (1) we have X,t [I'. Combining these 

two we get At' ~ x,t~.u'. That is At' ;f U ,and hence At-, q U This completes the proof 

A.1.11 Remark 

(i) A collection V={V: V EV} is locally finite implies that so is {cl U: V EV}. But 

this does not hold for point finite families. 

(ii) Similar to the Proposition Al.lO it can be shown that a *-point finite closure 

preserving collection is always *-locally finite. 

A.1.12 Proposition Let (Lx,o) be an L-fts. aE M(L), A E LX, BE 0'. Then 

(i) If A is a-metacompact then so is A /\ B 

(ii) If A is metacompact then so is A /\ B 

Proof 

(i) Let V be an a-Q-cover of A /\ B . Let V be the cover V u{ B'}. Now V is . 

an a-Q-cover of A. For, Let Xa ~ A . Now ifxa ~ B, Xa E M(../{A /\ B)) then there exists 

VE V such that x a -< V .Where if Ac L, then -l-A = {PEL : :3 aE A s,t p ~ a}. If xa:$ B, 

then Xa -< B' E V. Thus V is an a-Q-cover of A. 

Since A is a-metacompact, it has a point finite refinement W such that W is an 

a-Q-cover of A. Now clearly W I = {WE W' W ~ V for some V EV} is point finite in 

A /\ B . Now we will show that W' is an a-Q -cover of A /\ B. 

Let xa~ A/\ B~ A. Then there exists WE W such that x a -< W. Now since xa~ B , we 

have B ~ Xa $ W'. And hence W ~ B', Since'W refines V = V u{B'}, there exists a V E V 

such that W ~ U There fore Xa -< WE W' . Thus W' is an open a-Q-cover of A /\ B. And 

hence A /\ B is a-metacompact. 

(ii) can be deduced easily from (i) 
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A.1.I3 Remark A result similar to that of Proposition AI.I2 can be obtained for a*

metacompact and *-metacompact spaces also. 

From the proposition AI.12 and remark AI.I3 it follows clearly that 

A.1.I4 Theorem a-metacompactness , a*-metacompactness, a-metacompactness and 

*-metacompactness are all closed hereditary. 

A.1.IS Definition [Y;M] Let (Lx,8) be an L-fts. Then by [0] we denote the family of 

support sets of all crisp subsets in 8. (X, [0]) is a topology and it is the background space. 

( LX, 8 ) is weakly induced if each U E8 is a lower semi continuous function from the 

background space (X, [0]) to L . 

A.1.I6 Definition [Y;M] For a property P of ordinary topological space, a property p* of 

L-fts is called a good L-extension of P, if for every ordinary topological space (X,1) , 

(X,1) has the property P if and only if (X, WL(1) has property P*. In particular when L = 

[0,1] we say P* is a good extension of P. Where WL(1) is the family of all lower semi 

continuous functions from (X, T) to L. 

A.1.I7 Theorem Let ( DY,8) be a weakly induced L-fls. Then the following conditions 

are equivalent. 

(i) (Lx,8) is metacompact. 

(ii) There exists aEM(L) such that (Lx,8) is a-metacompact. 

(iii) (X, [0]) is metacompact 

Proof 

(i)=> (ii) clear 

(ii)=>(iii) Let Uc[8} be an open cover of X. Then clearly {Xv: UE U } is an open a-Q

cover of LThen by (ii) it has a point finite refinement which is also an a-Q-cover of Lsay 
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V. Take V(aJ= {x EX: V(x)t a'}. Consider the collection W. = { V(a'): V E V}. Then by the 

weakly induced property of ( LX, 5) , W is an open cover of (X [5J). 

Now we will prove that W is a point finite open refinement of U. Now for any 

VE V, there is a UE U such that V< Xu. Let XE W for some WE W. That is XE V(a) for 

some V E V. That is V(x) ~ a. So xu(x);e 0 and hence XE U and W c U. So W is a 

refinement of U. 

Again if possible let XE W for infinitely many WE W. That is XE {x EX' V(x)~ a. t} 

for infinitely many V E V. There fore it follows that V(x) ~a. and hence Xa$ V' for infinitely 

many VE V. That is xa < V for infinitely many VE V. This is a contradiction since V is 

point finite. Hence (ii)=>(iii). 

(iii) => (i) Let Uc5 be an a-Q cover of L where a E M(L). Since ( LX, 5 ) is weakly 

induced {U(a'): UE U}is an open cover of X and there exists a refinement V of this which 

is also point finite cover of X For every V E V , let Uv be such that Vc UV(a} Let W = 

{Xv/\ Uv: V EV and Vc UV(a,)} . Now clearly Wis an open refinement of U. 

Now we will prove that W is point finite. Let X2E M(Lx). Then since V is point 

finite it follows clearly that x E Vi, V2, .........•• Vn for some nE Nand Vi E V for i = 1,2, ... 11. 

Now we will show that X2 <X Vi /\ UVi for at most finitely many i. For, if possible let 

X2 <Xv /\ Uv for infinitely many V E V. Then X2 <Xv or X2 < Uv for infinitely many V E 

V. In both cases XEV for infinitely many V E V. This is a contradiction and hence W is 

point finite. Thus (iii) => (i). This completes the proof 

A.l .18 Theorem Let (Lx,5) be a weakly induced L-fts. Then the following conditions 

are equivalent. 

(i) (Lx,5) is *-metacompact. 

(ii) There exists aEM(L) such that (Lx, 5) is a*-metacompact. 

(iii) (X, [8]) is metacompact 
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Proof 

(i)=> (ii) clear 

(ii)=>(iii) Let UC [8J be an open cover of X. Then clearly {Xv: UE U} is an open a-Q

cover of land it has a *-point finite refinement V which is also an a-Q-cover of 1 . We 

take W = { V(aj: V E V}. Now clearly W is a refinement of U and a cover of X. Since 

(Lx,8) is weakly induced, WC [8J . Now it is enough if we prove that Wis a point finite 

collection. 

We want to prove that for any XE X. XE Vi(aj for at most finitely many i. By (ii) 

we have Xa < X Vi(O) for at most finitely many i and hence we have a tx Vi(O/(X) for at 

most finitely many i. Now we know that Vi(o)~ (aj and hence X Vi(O) i X Vn(dJ. Therefore 

a' ':f- X Vi(O)(X) t X Vi (aj(X) for at most finitely many i. That is X Vi (a'ix) ::f a' and thus 

X Vi (aj(x);e 0 and hence it folloyvs that XE Vi(aj for at most finitely many i. 

(iii) =>(i) Let aEM(L) and Uc 8be an open a-Q-cover of L Now { U(aj : UE U} is an 

open cover of X, since ( LX, 8) is weakly induced. Given that (X, [bl) is metacompact and 

hence there exists an open point finite refinement Vof { U(a') : U E U } which is a cover 

of X. For every V E V let U v EU be such that Vc UVea') and take W={Xv /\ U v : V E V 

}. Clearly W is an open a-Q -cover of 1 which is *-point finite. 

For let XAE M(Lx). Ifpossible let XA <X (X v/\ U 11(0) for infinitely many V EV. 

That is XA <Xv /I X U.,(O) for infinitely many V E V. 

And hence XA < X V or XA <X U V(O) for infinitely many V E V. In both cases x E V for 

infinitel y many V E V. This is a contradiction that V is point finite and hence W is * -point 

finite. 

A.1.19 Theorem If( LX, 8) is a weakly induced L-fts, then the following are equivalent 

(i) (Lx,8) is metacompact. 
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(ii) For every aEM(L) , every well monotone open a-Q-cover of 1 has a point finite 

open refinement which is also an a-Q-cover of L 

(iii) There exists an aEM(L) such that every well monotone open a-Q-cover of 1 has 

a point finite open refinement which is also an a-Q-cover of L 

Proof 

(i)=> (ii) => (iii) is obvious 

(iii)=>(i) It is enough if we prove that (X, [0]) is metacompact. By a characterization of 

[DE], it is enough to prove that every well monotone open cover of (X, [0]) has a point 

finite open refinement. 

Let {UI : tET} be a well monotone open cover of (X, [0]) . Then clearly {XVI: 

t ET} is an open well monotone a-Q-cover of 1 . So it has a point finite refinement say 

A = {AI : lET }. Let B ={ AI(a') : lET }. Now clearly Bc [0] since( LX, 0 ) is weakly. 

induced. Now we show that B is the required point finite refinement. 

If possible let for any .x EX , X E B for infinitely many BE B. That is 

A,(x) t a' for infinitely many I ET . Thus Xa < AI for infinitely many I ET. This is a 

contradiction to that A is point finite. Also UI:::J AI(a') . For, let, x E Alld) for some I ET. 

Now since{AI : lET } refines {XUI: lET} it follows that a' $A,(x) .5"% UI and this implies 

% u,(x) ~ O. Thus x E UI and hence B is a refinement of { UI ,' I ET} also . This completes the 

proof. 

A.1.20 Lemma Let ( LX, 0 ) be a weakly induced L-fts and aEM(L). Then if every 

directed open a-Q-cover of Lhas a closure preserving closed refinement which is also an 

a-Q-cover of 1 then( LX, 0) is metacompact. 

Proof 

By the characterization of metacompactness [DE] . it is enough to prove that 

every directed open cover of (X, [0]) has a closure preserving closed refinement. 

Let U= {UI : t ET} be a directed open cover of X. Then {XUI : I ET} is clearly a 

directed open a-Q-cover of 1 and hence it has a closure preserving closed refinement say 
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A = {AI : t ET }which is also an a-Q-cover of 1 . Now consider B = { AI lal : t ET}. This 

is the required collection where for any L-Fuzzy set A, Ala) = {XEX: A(x).:S""a} . Now 

since (L\8) is a weakly induced, we have B c 8 t. Now since {At: lET }refines{x.ut: 

tET}, it follows that ifxE At lal we have X ur{x)'? Ar{x) $ a . Thus X ur{x) :f:. o. Therefore 

XE Ut and At lal CUI. 

Now we will prove that B is closure preserving. For always we have v cl Ao ~ 

cl vAo for any sub collection Ao ofB. For convenience take Ao = {At lal : tETo}where 

To eT. We will show that {cl [vAllal] : tETo }~ v{ cl [Atlal ] : tETo }. Let XE cl [vAtlal ] 

. Then cl [vAt](x).:S"" at. That is Xa' ~ cl [vAt] = v cl [At] since {At : tET lis closure 

preserving. Therefore at ,? v cl [At](x). This implies XE v{ cl [Atlal ] : tETo }.This 

completes the proof. 

A.1.21 Lemma Let ( LX, 8 ) be a weakly induced metacompact L-jts and aEM(L). Then 

every directed open a-Q-cover of 1 has a closure preserving closed refinement which is 

also an open a-Q-cover of 1 . 

Proof 

Let (/J be a directed open a-Q-cover of L Now U = {U(a'): aE(/J} is a directed 

open cover of (X, [8J). Since(X, [8]) is metacompact , it follows that U has a closure 

preserving closed refinement say V. Now consider {X v: V E V}. This is the required 

closure preserving closed refinement of (/J which is also an open a-Q-cover of 1 . 

A.1.22 Lemma Let (Lx,8) be an L-fts and aEM(L). Then the following are equivalent. 

(i) Every directed open a-Q-cover of 1 has a closure preserving closed refinement which 

is also an open a-Q-cover of 1 . 

(ii) For every a-Q-cover U of 1, UF has a closure preserving closed refinement which is 

also an open a-Q-cover of 1 . Where UF is the collection of all unions of finite 

sub collections from U. 
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Proof 

(i) => (ii) Clearly UF is directed and hence has a closure preserving closed 

refinement. 

(ii) => (i) Let U be directed open a-Q-cover of L Now since U is directed, UF is 

a refinement of U . Then by (ii) UF has a· closure preserving closed refinement say V 

which is an a-Q-cover of 1 . Now V< UF < U. Hence it follows that V is the required 

closure preserving closed refinement of U. 

Combining Theorem Al.19, Lemmas A 1.20' , A1.21, and A1.22 we get the 

following characterization ofmetacompactness in a weakly induced L-fts. 

A.1.23 Theorem Let ( LX,8 ) be a weakly induced L-fts . Then the following are 

equivalent 

(i) (Lx,8) is metacompact. 

(ii) There exists aEM(L) such that (Lx,8) a-metacompact. 

(iii) (X, [8]) is metacompact 

(iv) For every aEM(L) , every well monotone open a-Q-cover of 1 has a point 

finite open refinement which is also an a-Q-cover of L 

(v) There exists an aEM(L) such that every well monotone open a-Q-cover of 1 

has a point finite open refinement which is also an a-Q-cover of L 

(vi) For every aEM(L) , every directed open a-Q-cover of 1 has a closure 

preserving closed refinement which is also an a-Q-cover of L 

(vii) There exists an aEM(L) such that every directed open a-Q-cover of 1 has a 

closure preserving closed refinement which is also an a-Q-cover of L 

(viii) For every aEM(L) , every open a-Q-cover U of 1, UF has a closure 

preserving closed refinement which is also an a-Q-cover of L 

(ix) There exists an aEM(L) such that for every open a-Q-cover U of 1, UF has 

a closure preserving closed refinement which is also an a-Q-cover of L 
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APPENDIX - 11 

L-FUZZY COVERING DIMENSION 

In this section a characterisation of covering dimension in L-fts which is 

good in the sense ofYing-Ming and Mao-Kang [Y;M] is obtained. 

A.2.1Definition The order of a fuzzy point Xa in a family U = {Uu : aEA} is the number 

of elements of U which are quasi coincident with Xa. We denote it by Ord (xa , U). 

Order of the collection U is the supremum of all Ord (xa , U) with Xa running over 

M(Lx). 

A.2.2 Definition Let (Lx,8) be an L-fts, AE"Lx . Then a-dim A is the least integer 11 such 

that every finite open a-Q-cover of A has an open a-Q-cover refinement of order not 

exceeding 11. And dim A =n if a-dim A= 11 for every aEM(L). dim(L x, 8) = 11 if diml = 11. 

A.2.3 Remark dim(Lx,8) = -1 if and only if X is void 'and dim(LX,8) = 11 if it is true that 

dim(Lx,8)::::; 11 and dim(Lx,8)::::; n-I is not true. Also dim(Lx,8) = 00 ifit is not true for any' 

integer n that dim(L \8) ::::; 11. 

A.2.4 Theorem Let (L X, 8) be an L-fts. Then the following are equivalent 

(i) dim(Lx,8)::::; n 

(ii) For every aE M(L) , every finite a-Q-cover {UI ,U2, ..... Ud of 1 by open fuzzy 

subsets, there is an open a-Q-cover{ VI,.V2, .... .vk} of order not exceeding 11 such 

that Vi<Uj for i = 1,2,3, ... k. 

(iii) If{ UI, U2, . .... Un+2} is an open a-Q-cover of L then there exists an open a-Q

cover {VI, V2, ..... Vn+2 } 1 such that Vi<Uj and In./V; < a . Where a E M(L). 
\,;i';n+2 
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Proof 

(i) => (ii) 

Let dim(Lx,b) ::; n, aEM(L) and U={ V 1,V2, .. ... Vk} be a finite opena-Q-cover of 

L Now Uhas a refinement say Wwith order not exceeding n. Now if WE W, there exists 

some i such that W< U; and suppose that each W is associated with a unique U; containing 

it and take Vi = Sup (W:W<UJ.Clearly each U; is open and Vi<Ui for some i. Now since 

order of Wis not exceeding 11 , it follows that for each Xa E M(L x) quasi coincides with 

atmost 11+ 1 members of Wand each WE Wis associated with a unique V;. And hence Xa 

quasi coincides with atmost n+ 1 members of { Vd. Hence {Vd. is an a-Q-cover of 1 with 

order not exceeding n. 

(i)=> (iii) and (ii) => (i) are obvious 

(iii) => (ii) 

Let U={ V1,V2, ..... Vd be a finite open an a-Q-cover of L Assume that k > 11+ 1. 

Define the collection {G;: 1 si SI1+ 2} as follows. 

G; = V; ifi sn+J and Gn+2 = Sup V; . Now clearly {G;: Jsi sn+2} is an open an a-Q-
n+2$i$k 

cover of 1 and by hypothesis of(iii) there is an open an a-Q-cover {HJ.H2.H Hn+2}. such 

that H;<G; and Inftf; < a . 
1~i:$;n+2 

Now take W; = V; if i sn+ 1 and W; = V; /\ Hn+2 if i ), 11+ 1 . Then clearly the collection 

W = { W1, W2, ..... Wd is an open an a-Q-cover of 1 with the property that W; < VI . 

andIl1jW; <a. Now if there exists a subset B of U.2.3 ...... k} with n+2 elements such 
l$i$n+2 

that, InjW; >awe will renumber the family Wto give a family P={p\,P2, .... .Pk } 
iEB 

such thatbifF: > a .Now proceeding in a manner similar to the construction above we 
1~1~11+2 

obtain an an a-Q-cover W'={W·\,W·2, ..... W·k} by open fuzzy sets with W;< P; and 
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InjW'; < a .Now again if C is a subset of {I,2, .... k} with n+ 2 elements such that 
Is;sn+2 

11l/P; > a then InjW'; > a . By repeating this process for a finite number of times we will 
;eP ;eP 

end up with an open a-Q-cover {VI ,v2, .... .vd of 1 with order not exceeding nand 

V;< Ui. This completes the proof. 

A.2.S Theorem In a weakly induced L-fts the following are equivalent 

(i) dim(Lx,8) $ n 

(ii) There exists an aEM(L)such that a-dim(Lx,8) $ n 

(iii) dim(X,[8]) $ n 

Proof 

(i)=> (ii) clear 

(ii)=> (iii) 

Let U ={ U1,U2, ..... Uk} C [8] be a finite open cover of X. Then 

{Xu,' U E U} is an open a-Q-cover of L Then by a-dim(LX,8) $ 11 it follows that 

{Xu,' U E U} has an open refinement V of order not exceeding 11. Now consider 

W = {V(aJ,' V E V} where V(a') = {x EX: V(x) $ d}. Now by the weakly induced, 

property , W is an open cover of X .Now we will prove that W has order not 

exceeding n. 

For, if possible let order of W be greater than n. Therefore there exists an 

X EX which belongs to at least n+ 2 members of W 

ie, XE {XEX' V(x)~ d}for at least n+2 members of V 

ie , V(x~ d for at least n+ 2 members of V 

or xa -< Vfor at least 11+ 2 members of V. This is a contradiction to order of V is not 

exceeding 11 . 
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(iii)=> (i) 

Let U c [8] be an open a-Q-cover of 1 whereaEM(L).Since (Lx,O) is weakly 

induced, it follows that {U(al : U E U is an open cover of X and it has an open 

refinement of order not exceeding n say V For every V E V; let Uv be such that 

V< U" . Consider W= {Xv 1\ Uv: VE V, V< Vv: }. This is an open refinement 
(a') (a') 

of U with order not exceeding 11. If possible let order of W be greater than n. 

Therefore there exists an Xa E M (Lx) which quasi coincides with at least n+ 2 

members of W 

ie, Xa f. (Xv 1\ Uv )' for at least n+ 2 members of W 

ie, Xa:$ Xv' v Uv' for at least /1+ 2 members of W 

ie, Xa 4..Xv or Xa 4.. Uv for at least n+2 members of V 

In both cases x E V for at most n+ 2 members of Vand this is a contradiction. This 

completes the proof 

A.2.G Remark The L-Fuzzy covenng dimension defined IS a good L-extension of 

ordinary covering dimension. 

A.2.7 Main Theorem In a weakly induced L-fts the following are equivalent 

(i) dim(Lx,O) ::; 11 

(ii) For every aE M(L) , every finite a-Q-cover of 1 by open fuzzy sets has a' 

precise open refinement of order not exceeding n 

(iii) There exists an aE M(L) such that every finite a-Q-cover of 1 by open fuzzy 

sets has a precise open refinement of order not exceeding 

(iv) If{ U1,U2, ..... Un+2 } is an open a-Q-cover of L then there exists an open a-:-Q

cover {V1,V2, ... . Yn+2} 1 such that Vi<Uj and In./V; < a. Where aE M(L). 
\,;i';n+2 

(v) There exists an aE M(L) such that a-dim(Lx,O)::; n 

(vi) dim(X, [8]) ::; 11 
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Proof 

Equivalence of (i) ,(v) and (vi) follows from theorem A.2.S. All other implications 

except (iii) => (i) follows from theorem A.2.4. 

(iii) => (i) 

By theorem A.2.S it is enough to prove that dim(X,[8]) :$ n .Let U c [8] be 

a finite open cover of X. Then {Xv: U E U} is a finite open a-Q-cover of 1 and it has a 

precise open refinement of order not exceeding n. Let it be V ={ V}, V2. .'vd. Let W = 

{~(aJ: i = 1, 2, 3, ...... .). By weakly induced property, W is an open cover of X. Also it is 

easy to show that order of Wis not exceediry,g 11 and hence dim (X,[8]) :$ n . 
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